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SHEAF CONSTRUCTIONS
AND THEIR ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES

BY

STANLEY BURRIS AND HEINRICH WERNER

Abstract. We are interested in sheaf constructions in model-theory, so an

attempt is made to unify and generalize the results to date, namely various

forms of the Feferman-Vaught Theorem, positive decidability results, and

constructions of model companions. The task is considerably simplified by

introducing a new definition of sheaf constructions over Boolean spaces.

We start the paper by giving a new formulation in §1 of what sheaf

constructions over Boolean spaces are-perhaps an appropriate name for our

construction would be 'Boolean product'. In §2 we show that this construc-

tion is closely related to the formation of reduced products, in particular the

universal Horn class generated by a class is the class of structures which can

be embedded into the Boolean products of the given class. A specialized

Boolean product operator F is indeed remarkably similar to reduced prod-

ucts, for in §3 it is shown that V preserves a sentence iff it is equivalent to a

Horn sentence; and in §4 we take another look at Comer's version of the

Feferman and Vaught Theorem (for sheaves) and show that it is the most

general of those currently in use. Several model-theoretic results proved by

Waszkiewicz and Weglorz for reduced limit powers have natural extensions to

Boolean products as one also sees in §4.

In §5 we take a construction introduced by Arens and Kaplansky, which

we call a filtered Boolean power, and show how to extend a translation

introduced by Ershov to such structures-this translation is a considerable

simplification of the Feferman and Vaught approach of §4. Then in §6 we

prove the result which motivated us to look at the elementary properties of

sheaf constructions, namely that countable Boolean products of finitely many

finite structures with a finite language have a decidable theory. This gener-

alizes Comer's results for monadic algebras and (xm = x)-rings, and Ershov's

results for bounded Boolean powers.

The next section contains technical results needed for the study of model
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companions. Then in §8 it is shown that if a class ® has few existential

w-types for n < w then the universal Horn class generated by ® has a model

companion. An easy consequence of this is that the universal Horn class

generated by finitely many finite structures always has a model companion.

In §9 the sheaf representation theorem of Bulman-Fleming, Keimel and

Werner, for discriminator varieties is used to show that a discriminator

variety generated by an elementary class of simple algebras with a model-

complete theory has an elementary class of algebraically closed members, and

a model companion. Axiom systems are given as well as structure theorems

for members of these classes. Also some examples of residually large varieties

with decidable theories are constructed. Then in §10 the results of §9 are

generalized to include the results of Macintyre and Comer on model-com-

pleteness for structures of sheaves. This paper is a considerable revision of

preprints [7].
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1. The operators Va and P. For notational simplicity we use capital italic

letters A, B, ... for structures as well as their universes. For most of the text

we will consider only two types of first-order structures, namely Boolean

algebras and structures for a given language L (involving possibly both

function and relation symbols) with equality. When we speak of a structure

we will mean a structure for L, and when we speak of a. formula we will mean

a formula in the language L-unless explicitly stated otherwise. Out first-order

logical symbols are V, &, -i, 3, V, -», <-», and finite conjuncts, respectively
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disjuncts, are denoted by &, respectively V- The Boolean algebra operations

are V> A, —, 0, 1, where "-" is relative difference, and finite meets,

respectively joins, will be denoted by f\, respectively \J. If I is a. set then

P (I) denotes the Boolean algebra of subsets of /. A theory T is a deductively

closed set of sentences. If ® is a class of structures then Th(S) is the theory of

SÏ, i.e. the set of all sentences true of ®. We use = for elementary equivalence

and -< for elementary substructure.

The reader needs to know only the elements of Stone duality between

Boolean algebras and Boolean spaces (see [22]). If B is a Boolean algebra let

B* be the associated Boolean space of ultrafilters in B (with a basis of clopen

sets of the form {% E B*\b E %}, where b E B); and if X is a Boolean

space (i.e. a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space) let X* be the

Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of X. Then B is isomorphic to B** under

the map b h» {% E B*\b E %}, and X is homeomorphic to A"** under

xh> {Y E X*\x E Y}. We will use capital italic letters X, Y, . . . at the

end of the alphabet for Boolean spaces (and closed subsets of Boolean

spaces).

A structure A is a subdirect product of structures A¡, i E I, if (i) A is a subset

of n,e//l„ (ii) for any atomic formula $(w„ . . . , um) and/,, . . . ,fm E A we

have A H $(/,, . . . ,fm) iff A, 1= $(/,(/), . . . ,/„(/)) for i E I, and (iii) the

projection maps m¡: EifE¡A¡ —» A¡ map A onto A¡ for /' G I. If A is a subdirect

product of A¡ for i G I and $(h,, ..., um) is a formula then for/,, . . . ,/m G

^ we define [*(/„ . . . ,/JL to be {i E I\At K <*>(/,(/), . . . ,/„(/))}• Usually

we will write just [$(/,, . . . ,/m)] because, if nothing else, the parameters

/,,... ,/m will make it clear which structure is meant.

If S is a class of structures, then A EF(S) means that there is a Boolean

space X(A) and structures Ax in Ü for x E X(A) such that

(1) A is a subdirect product of the Ax,

(2") (Atomic Extension Property) for any atomic formula 4>(w,, . . . , um)

and/,, . . . ,fm G A, [$(/,, . . . ,/m)] is a clopen subset of X(A), and

(3) (Patchwork Property)1 for/, g G A and N a clopen subset of X(A) the

function h defined by

/(x)     if x G N,

g(x)     ifxGX(A)-N,

is in A ?

Letting f\N denote the restriction of / to N, etc., we can also write

h — Í\n U g\x(A)-N> a notation which we will use frequently. Note that if L

1 The Patchwork Property appears in Weispfennig [41].

2 To be more precise we should say that there is a set X(A) which can be endowed with a

topology T such that (.V(v4), T) is a Boolean space and (l)-(3) hold.
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is a language of algebras then we can replace the $(«,,... , um) in condition

(2") by m, = u2, i.e. we require only that equalizers [/, = f2] be clopen. If in

(2°) we replace "clopen" by "open" we obtain (up to isomorphism), with (1)

and (3), exactly what is meant by "all structures of continuous sections of

sheaves over Boolean spaces with stalks from S". This is discussed in detail in

the Appendix.

There is an important restriction of r°, which we shall call P, obtained by

replacing (2°) by the following:

(2e) (Elementary Extension Property) for every formula $(m„ . . . , um) and

/„ ... ,fm G A, the set [<&(/„ . . . ,/J] is a clopen subset of X(A).

This condition was introduced by Comer and leads to the following

fundamental property.

Lemma 1.1 (The Maximal Property for P).3 If A e P(®) and

4>(h, «,,..., um) is a formula, then for /,,... ,fm G A there is an f G A such

that [3«*(«,/„ . . . ,/J] = [$(/,/„ . . . ,/J].

Proof. For each x E Y = [3«Í>(m,/,, . . . ,fm)\ choose &xifxG A such that

x £[$(/*,/„ • • • ,/J] (this is possible by (1)). From (2e) we see that {[$(/,,

/i» • • • >fm)]\x e I'} is a clopen cover of the compact set [3k<£>(«,/„ . . . ,fm)],

hence we can find, for suitable k, xx,..., xk in the set [3u<í>(u, /„ . . . ,/m)]

such that {[$(/v /„ . . . ,/J]|l < / < k) covers [3«0(u, /„ . . . ,/J]. If we

let N, be the clopen set [0(/v /„ . . . ,/J] - U i<,<([$(/v /„ • • • ,/J] for
1 < /' < k, and let NQ be X(A) - U ]<,<*#„ then defining/ to befx¡ \No U

Ui<i<t4 \N we have by the Patchwork Property that / £ A, and clearly

[*(/,/„ ...,/J] = [3Wi»(M,/„...,/J].

2. Basic results on class operators. We will be interested in the following list

of operators:

I = closure under isomorphism,

S = closure under substructure,

S("<) = closure under elementary substructure,

P = closure under direct product,

Ps = closure under subdirect product,

P;, = closure under reduced product (filter product),

Pv = closure under ultraproduct,

PLR = closure under limit reduced power, and

PLU = closure under limit ultrapower.

If O, and 02 are two class operators let O, < 02 be defined to mean

0,(®) C I02(®) for all ñ, and then O, = 02 means O, < 02 and 02 < O,.

If / G UifEIA¡ and <$  is a filter on P(I) then f/ty is the element of

3 We are indebted to Volger for pointing out the key role of this property.
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HjeiAj/ty corresponding to/. It will be convenient to abbreviate «,,..., um

by u, /„ . . . ,/m by / 4 ...,fmGAbyfGA, /,/¿D, . . . ,/„/<$ by //<$,
a(/,), . . . , a(/J by a(/), and 3w, . . . 3um by 3m.

We need Los's Theorem on ultraproducts in the following, namely if % is

an ul traf il ter on an index set /, $(m) is a formula, and/ is in H¡eIA¡, then

IU/^/qi ►«*(//%) iff [*(/)] S %.

Theorem 2.1. (a) I < P < P < P5 < SP,

(b) PÄ < PP^,

(c) PLR < rPLU, and

(d) SPj, = SPPy = SPP^ - SPPj,.4

Proof, (a) (Obvious.)

(b) Let the reduced product n/e/.í4//6D be given and define X to be the

canonical epimorphism from P(I) to i'(/)/6D. Let Z be the Boolean space

(P(I)/6^)* and define a from II,^,/^ into iL^tfLg/A/A-'^)) by

o(//^)X^) =//A_1(%) for/ G n,-6/^,. Clearly a embeds ü,stA,/^) as a

subdirect product of the II, e//4,/X "'(%), % G X, so we need to show that

afJI/e/^,-/^) satisfies (2£) and (3). Note that A~'(%) is an ultrafilter in P(I)

for %£I

So let <I>(ü) be a formula and suppose/ G II, e//I,. Then, for % E I, we

have % Gf^aC/yöD))] iff [$(/)] G A_1(%) (this is just tos's Theorem) iff

[$(/)]/ty e % hence (2e) holds. Finally, let/, g G II,e/^„ and let N be a

clopen subset of X. Then, for some J Q I, N = {% E X\J/<$ G %,}. Let

* = /fy U g\i-j. Since / Ç [/i = /] it follows that for <& E N, [h = /]/<$

G%, hence <?L G [aíA/^) = «(i/^)]- Likewise, if ^ E X - N then %

G[a(A/^) = a(g/c¡))], so a(h/V)) = a(//úD)U U a(g/^))[x_N.

This finishes the proof of (b); however we make note of the following result

which will be used in the proof of Corollary 4.2. Let v be the canonical

isomorphism from P(/)/<î> onto (P(I)/6^)** given by v(J/^) = (%6

(PCO/ßD)*!.//<$ G %}, for y G P(I). Then given a formula $(u) and

parameters/G n,e/i4„ ^G)]/^) = [$(<*(//<%))).

(c) If /I is a structure, / an index set, ^ a filter on / X /, and ^ a filter on

/, then the limit power A'\^ is the substructure of A' given by {/G

/*'|Ker(/) G f}, where Ker(/) = {</,/> G / X I\f(i) = /(/)} and the limit

reduced power A1^ is the substructure of A'/ty given by {//^l/G

,4 'I^F}. If öD is an ultrafilter then A^\W is a limit ultrapower. Let P(I)\^ be

{7 G Pi/)!/2 u (/ - J)2 E €}, and P(IW» = {//<?) |7 G P(/)|f}. Let X

be the canonical epimorphism from P(I)\^ to 7j(./')ó¡)|<ÍF, and set X =

(/»(/^f)*. If % G * then A"'(%) is an ultrafilter in P(I)\&. For each

% G A' let p(%) be a fixed ultrafilter in P(I) containing A " \Gli), and define

4 The result SPÄ - SPP^ is due to Mal'cev [29].
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a from Ai\<¥ into IIc^«^) by «(//<$)(%) = //p(%) for/ G A'\?.

Again it is not difficult to verify that a embeds A^fê as a subdirect product

of the Ap^'S, % E X, so we are left with showing that a(Al0\i$') satisfies

(2e) and (3).

Let <£(m) be a formula and let / be parameters from A'fê. Then, for

% G A\ % G[Q>(a(f/<%))] iff A^p 1= 4>(//p(%)) iff [$(/)] E p(%). Now,

since [<î>(f)î U (/ -[$(/)])2 contains n 1<1<mKer(/) it follows that [$(/)] G

P(I)\$, hence [$(/)] G p(%) iff [$(/)] G A "'(%), and thus iff [$(/)]/^ G

%, so we have proved that [$(«(//<£>))] = {% G *![<!>(/)]/<î> G %}, hence

(2e) holds. For (3) suppose /, g E A'ys and N G X*. Then for some

J E P(I)\<», N = {% G AV/óD G <&}. Let A = /fy U glW- Then Ker(A)
contains Ker(/) n Ker(g) n (J2 U (I - J)2), so h E A '\<$. Since J Q[h =

f] it follows that for % G N, [h =/]/6D G %, hence % G [aí/i/^) =

«(//<$)], and likewise if % G A" - JV then % G [aíTi/^) = <g/^)\ so

a(A/6D) = <*(//<$) \N U a(g/q)) ¡X_N.

This finishes the proof of (c), but we wish to note the following which will

be used in the proof of Corollary 4.3. Let v be the canonical isomorphism

from   P(IU\$   onto   (P(I)^)**   defined   by   p(J/ty) = {%  G

(P(I)^)*\J/^ E %}, where/ G P(I)\^. Then, for any formula $(u) and

parameters /from A'\<5,   v ([$(/)]/ ¿D ) = [4>(a (// <% ))].

(d) We have SPÄ < SPP^ < SPP^ < S^P^ = SPP^ < SPÄ.

Now we have a good number of examples of Boolean products. Let us look

at one more well-known construction, that of a bounded Boolean power. Let A

be a structure and X a Boolean space. Then A [X]* is the substructure of the

direct power A x with universe {/ G A x\f~ \a) E X* for a G A}. Clearly (1)

and (3) are satisfied. For a E A let ca denote the constant function in ,4 [A"]*

with value a. Then, given a formula $(u) and/ G ^[A-]*, if x G[<I>(/)] then

n [f, = cMx)]c[*(/)],
1< i< m

hence (2e) holds, so A [X]* G F ({A}).

3. The preservation theorem for P. We are interested in characterizing

those sentences preserved by P, i.e. sentences <£> such that if A G P(5Î) then

[$] = X (A ) implies A N $. Recall that a Horn formula is any formula of the

form

ßi«i - • ■ a«», &  (*,-,iV- • • v*j
1 < l < Ac

where each 4>,^ is an atomic or the negation of an atomic formula, and for

each /, I < i < k, at most one of $,„..., $in¡ is atomic, and the

Q\, ■ ■■ , Q„ are quantifiers. A Horn sentence is a Horn formula with no free

variables.
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Theorem 3.1. P preserves a sentence & iff & is equivalent to a Horn

sentence.

Proof. Let <E>(w) be a Horn formula and let A E P(®). We will prove by

induction on the complexity of $ that, for / G A, [$(/)] = X(A) implies

A N $(/.
If <&(m) is an atomic formula then, by definition, A r= $(/) iff [4>(/)] =

X(A), and hence A \= -| $(/) if [-!*(/)] ^ 0- From this it is easy to argue

the case that <ï> is an open Horn formula. So now assume that we have

verified the claim for a given Horn formula 4>(w, it). If [3u$(u, /)] = X(A)

then, by the Maximal Property, there is an/ G A with [<&(/,/)] = X(A), and

then by assumption A t= J>(/, j), so .4 1= 3u$(u,f). If [Vi/<I>(w,/)] = A (/I)

then for any/ G ^, [$(/,/)] = X(A), hence ,4 1= $(/,/), so /I 1= Vh3>(w,7).

Thus we know that Horn sentences are preserved by P. On the other hand,

if a sentence is preserved by P then PR < PP^ ensures that the sentence is

preserved by PR, hence it is equivalent to a Horn sentence (see Theorem

6.2.5' of [10, p. 366]). This gives an alternate proof of the following result

which appears in [38].

Corollary 3.2 (Waszkiewicz and Weglorz). Plr preserves a sentence $

iff<& is equivalent to a disjunct of Horn sentences.

Proof. Since P,R < PP.y it is clear that PLR preserves Horn sentences,
A A A

hence disjuncts of Horn sentences. On the other hand PR < PLR, PR being

the closure under reduced power, so PLR preserves $ implies PR preserves 0,

hence i> is equivalent to a disjunct of Horn sentences (see [10, p. 366]).

4. The Feferman and Vaught Theorem for P, and its consequences. Comer

[12] adapted the Feferman and Vaught Theorem [21] to sections of sheaves

(this was the reason for introducing the condition (2e)) and noted that he had

generalized their results for direct products. Rather than ask the reader to

translate his proof5 we give details here (a slight modification of Chang and

Keisler's Proposition 6.3.2 of [10, p. 342]) and further applications.

If $»(«,, . . . , mJ is a formula involving only the extra-logical symbols, the

logical connectives, &, -\, and the quantifier 3 we will give an effective

procedure to find a determining sequence ($*; SI',, . . . , SI',), where

<ï>*(z,, . . . , z¡) is a formula in the language of Boolean algebras and

SP,(i/i, • • • , um) is an L-formula, 1 < i < /:

(i) if $ is atomic then the determining sequence is (z, = 1 ; 4>);

(ii) if <P is determined by (í,*(z1, . . . , z,); SP,, . . . , S?,) then -i <¡> is

determined by the sequence

_<-**(i -*„..., i - z,); n*„ • • ■, -i */>'•

5 Comer's proof uses, of course, the notation of sheaf theory.
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(iii) if í> is determined by ($*; Sí',, ..., Sr*,) and n is determined by

<n*; S?,+ „ . . . , */+A> then Si'& * is determined by

<3>*(z„ ...,z,)& U*(zl+l, ..., zl+k); %,..., %+k);

(iv) if 0(m) is determined by <(<£*; SI',, ... , SP,) then 3m$(m) is determined

by (II; 6,, . . . , 0, ), where II, 6,, . . . , 0,o are defined as follows. Let

P({1,..., /}) - {0} = {5„ . . . , S!o) with S° = {/} for 1< i < /. For 1<

j < l0 define 0y to be 3u(&ieSV,). Then let II(z„ . . . , z/o) be the formula

3w, ■ • • 3w/o (    &     w, < z,)& (      &       w,. A Wy = w*)
Vi</</0 /    \s,us; = x» ; /

&$*(w„ .. ., w,)

Theorem 4.1 (Comer). Let $(û) be a formula with a determining sequence

<4>*(z„ . . . , z,); *,(5), . . . , ¥,(«)>. 7fa»i/or ¿ G P(R), am//or/,, . . . ,/m

G^f,

^ N $(/)    ítfAW i- **([*,(/)], .... [*i(/)]).

Proof. One proceeds by induction on the complexity of $. The atomic

case is just the definition of "i=". The induction steps for -i and & are

straightforward.

For the step with the existential quantifier let us assume that the theorem

holds for <ï>(t/, «,,..., um) with a determining sequence (<!>*; SP,, . . . , St',).

Let (n; 0,, . . . , 0,o) be as in (iv).

If A 1= 3u$(u,f) then choose an/ G A such that A N$(/,/). For 1 < j <

¡0 it is obvious that [&,ms*,(/,/)] ç [©,(/)], that if S, u S¡ = Sk then

and

X(,).N *.([&*,(/,/)].[,&*,(/./)])

by assumption. Thus ,4 t= 3u<É>(t/,/) implies

A-(^)* = n([0,(/)],...,[ß/o(/)]).

Conversely, if X(A)* t= II([0,(/)], . . . , [0,O(/)D then we can find clopen

subsets W¡, . . . , W, such that:

X(A)*t= W, C [©,(/)]    for 1 < / < /0,

A"(/I)* i= ^ n rVj = H/^    if s, u Sy = S*.
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and

X(A)*)=<$*(WX,..., W,).

By the Maximal Property we can find g,, . . . , g, G A such that

[3m *, *X«-/)] -[,&, *Xfo/)]«-   1 < ' < '<>•

For each /, 1 < / < /0, let us define N, to be W,, - U {W^S, C S}}> and

then let M = X(A) - (J 1</</o N,. If we now define g to be (U ,</</o g,rÄ)

U g\\M, then, for 1 < /' < /0 we have the inclusion W¡ ç[&je^j(g,f)].

Since X(A)* N $*(W^,, . . . , W,) it follows that X'(A)* 1=

^(T^iC £>/)], • • • , l^i(g>f)]) (an easy induction proof shows that the <p* of

Chang and Keisler is such that [<P*(z¡, . . . , z,)&(&,<(</z, < z,')] -»

0*(z',, . . ., z¡) is valid in every Boolean algebra), so At=<b(g,f), i.e. A*=

3u$(u,f).
Next we will show that Comer's version of the Feferman and Vaught

Theorem contains two other important versions.

Corollary 4.2 (Weinstein). Let <&(u) be a formula with determining

sequence <$*; Sf',, . . . , ¥,). Then, for <3) a filter in P(I) and/„ . . . ,/m G

" í e /A>

n ^/^ h- 4>(//öd)

iffP(I)/^) t= 0*([*,(/)]/6D,. . ., [^(/)]/6D).

Proof. Recall the embedding a: n,«^,/6]) -^■IIcù,ex-(n/e/y4,./X~1(cîl))

defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1(b), namely «(//<$)(%) =//A_1(%),

and the isomorphism v. P (/)/<$ -> (P (/)/<$ )**. Then

II ^/^ H $(//<$)   iff «( II A/^) I- *(a(//öD))
fe/ Se; '

iff (by Theorem 4.1)   JT* h W[*i(a(//^))1, • • •. f^/(a(//6D))l)

iff P(/)/<3 i- **([*,(/)]/6D, - • -, [^/(/)]/öö)

(see the remark at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1(b)).

Corollary 4.3 (Weglorz, Banaschewski and Nelson).6 Let <fr(u) be a

formula with a determining sequence (4»*; S?„ . . . , S?,). Then, given a limit

reduced power A ¿¡¡fë andfx, . . . ,fmE A'\^,

6 Banaschewski and Nelson use this to analyze elementary properties of Boolean powers and

bounded Boolean powers in [4]. (Ash has a less general formulation in [2].) Weglorz uses the

above to prove a result of Galvin on iterated reduced powers, as well as to show that the free

product in Boolean algebras preserves elementary equivalence, in [40].
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AltfS » $(//6D)     (f/Pi/^l^ M $*([*,(/)]/<$, . . . , [*,(/)]/öD).

Proof. (Parallel to the proof of Corollary 4.2 using the isomorphisms a and

v in the proof of Theorem 2.1(c).)

Remark. Comer stated that Theorem 4.1 improves on the Feferman and

Vaught Theorem for P, but he makes no mention of it covering the result of

Weinstein. Volger [37] has a slight generalization of Theorem 4.1 using

Boolean-valued structures. (If one looks only at the global elements of

Boolean-valued structures then the results are equivalent.)

Let O be a sentence and <<!>*; SI',, ... , SI',) a determining sequence. By

putting <£>* in prenex form with its matrix in disjunctive normal form it is

routine to write down a sequence <$'; 0,, . . . , 02/) where the 0,, . . . , 02/

are the various conjuncts 2, & • • • &2„ 2, being either SP, or -\^¡, such

that for any A G P(«), A i= 0> iff AT(.4)* t= $'([©,], • • • , [©2'])- We will refer

to this new sequence as a special determining sequence for $. Next, if T is any

theory of Boolean algebras let Pr(S) = [A G r(ïï)\X(A)* t= T). The proof

of the following is an easy adaptation of methods in Feferman and Vaught.

Lemma 4.4. Let $ be an L-sentence and ® a class of L-structures. If

(<!>'; 0,,..., 02') is a special determining sequence for $, let 0m+,, . . . , 02'

be those 0, such that ® 1= -| 0, (of course this collection may be empty). Then,

for T a theory of Boolean algebras,

Pj-(^) h 4>

///ThVz, ■ • • Vzmf[z, V • • Vzm= 1&,    &       z,A*j-0
(l Ki<j<,m

O'(z„...,zm,0,...,0)}.

Proof. Suppose the second condition holds. Then for any A G Pr(irï) the

sets [0,], . . . , [0J form a disjoint cover of A"(.4), so X (A)* *=

$'([©,], . . . , [0 J, 0, . . . , 0), hence A l= 4>, so Pr(®) i= $. For the converse

suppose rT(@) N $. Let 5 i= T and bx,...,bmEB with o, V • • V K 1=

1 and ¿>,. A ¿>, = 0 if 1 < / </ < m. Define A", to be {% G 5*|6,. G %},
1 < / < m. Then A-,,. . ., Xm are pairwise disjoint clopen sets which cover

B*. Let A¡ E Ü be such that /i, t= 0,, 1 < /' < m (such structures exist by

assumption). Now for lei' define A^ to be that A, such that b¡ E %,

and let A be the subdirect product of the Ae^ consisting of those / G

nqlfEB./4% such that/f^ is a continuous function from X¡ to /!,, where, as

usual, A¡ is given the discrete topology. Then it is not difficult to show that

A » Ui^i^„At[X,]*, hence A is in Pr(®), and furthermore (X(A);

[©,], . . . , [0J> = (B*; Xx,..., Xmy. By hypothesis A*=<&, hence A"(^)*l=

^'([©i], • • • , [©J, 0, • - • , 0), so 5 = $'(6„ .. ., bm, 0,..., 0).
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Theorem 4.5. (a) If T and Th(R) are decidable then Th(Pr(R)) is decidable.

(b) Th(R) = Th(Si') implies Th(Pr(S)) = Th(Pr(R')), for any T.
(c) // Th(®) is complete then, for any A E®,

Th(Ter(Si)) = Th({A[X]*\X* N T}).

(d) If Th(Si) and T are both complete then, for any A G ® and X* 1= T,

Th(rT(@)) = Th(A[X]*).

(e)Th(Pr(SÏ)) = Thiin.-e^/ûDK- G Si, P(/)/*D N T}).
(f) ///I is finite or Th(A) is X0-categorical, and if X* is finite or Th(A"*) is

H0-categorical, then A[X]* is finite or (provided the language L is countable)

Th(A[X]*) is K0-categorical.

Proof. In the following (4>'; ©,,..., 02/) is a special determining

sequence for 4>; for parts (b) - (f) it is as in Lemma 4.4.

(a) Given i> we can effectively find a special determining sequence as

above, and then effectively determine for which of the 0, it is true that

Si i= -| 0,. Then Lemma 4.4 can be used to decide 4>.

(b) For a given $ we can use the same sentence in Lemma 4.4 for both Si

and Si' as Si i= -, 0, iff Si't= -, 0,.

(c) In this case, for A E P(R), the completeness of Th(®) leads to A t= $

iff X(A)* \= &(X(A), 0, . . ., 0), so the choice of the individual Ax E Si

plays no role in the elementary properties of A.

(d) (Just an extension of the argument in (c).)

(e) In the proof of Theorem 2.1(b) it is clear that 'ñ¡e,¡A¡/6^ is in

IPrPyif/l,.!/ G /}) if P(/)/<5D \= T, and hence we have, from (b),

Th(rT(Si)) ç Thj { II A,/%A, G R, P(/)/6D N t\ J.

On the other hand, if FT(Si) r^ $ let A E Fr(Si) be such that ii=n$, and

then let X¡ = [0,]. By a result of Ershov [18] there are index sets L and filters

tyj with Xf = P^jj/tyj, 1 < / < m. Without loss of generality we can

assume the /• are pairwise disjoint; let I = 7, U • • • U Im. Define <$) to be

the filter on P(I) generated by {/, u • • • U Jm\Jk G öD*, 1 < k < m).

Then P(/)/öD = lJ1<J<mP(Ij)/%, and since *(/!)* s Il1<y<mA/, one has

from Corollary 4.2 that the two first-order structures (Boolean algebras with

m distinguished points) (X(A)m; A"„ . . . , A"m> and <P(/)/6D;

Ii/ty, . . . , Im/6!)) are elementarily equivalent. Choose A¡ G R, for i G Ij,

such that A¡t=Qj, \ < j < m. Then, since X(A)* ^-t<¡f'(Xv . . . ,Xm,

0, . . . , 0), we also have

P(/)/6D n= n<D'(/,/^), . .., 4/^, 0, . . . , 0),

and hence ]\¡I=1A¡/G¡) i= -, <ï>.
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(f) Suppose A and X* satisfy the hypotheses of part (f) and >4[A"]* is not

finite. To show Th(v4[Ar]*) is N0-categorical it suffices, by (d), to consider the

case where X* is finite, or X* is denumerable with Tr^A"*) N0-categorical. For

any structure B and elements bx, . . . ,bnE B the «-type of bx, ... , bn in B is

{^(ux, . . . , un)\B l= *(bx, . . . , b„)}. By a theorem of Ryll-Nardzewski (see

[10]) a countable complete theory T with no finite models is N0-categorical iff

there are only finitely many (principal) «-types consistent with T for each

n < u. From our assumptions Th(/1[A']*) is complete and has no finite

models. Fixing an n < w suppose there are / «-types t1,...,ta realized in A

and k /-types rx„ . . l,tx. realized in X*. If /„...,/„ G A[X]* let a(f) =

{/'} if X* t= t¿.([tJ(/)], . . ., [ta(f)]). The following claim is essentially due

to Baldwin and Lachlan [3]: for /, g G A [X]*, if a(f) = a(g) then / and g

realize the same type in A [X]*. To see this suppose a(f) = a(g) = {/'}. Since

Th(A"*) is categorical in the cardinality of X* it is straightforward to show

that there are homeomorphisms Xy. [ta (/)] —> [rJA ( g)\, I < j < I, and these

induce an isomorphism a: A[X]* ^> A[X]* such that a(f)(x) has the same

«-type in A as g(x). But then from Theorem 4.1 a(f) and g realize the same

type in A [X]* as (A ; a(f)(x)) = (A ; g(x)) for x G A"*. This proves the claim,

and hence part (f) via the above-mentioned characterization of N0-categorical

theories.

Remarks. (A) If Th(®) is decidable then Th(P(®)) is decidable as Tarski

[35] has shown the theory of Boolean algebras is decidable.

(B) For any Si, Th(P(®)) = Th(PR(®)). It would be interesting to know

whether each member of P (Si) is elementarily equivalent to a member of

PÄ(®), and vice-versa.

(C) For any A and T,

Th(rT(A)) = Th^A'/^Pil)/^ N T}).

Hence for any B G PS^'Py^) there is an I and <% such that B = A '/<% ;

and thus the same holds for any B E PLR(A) (Waszkiewicz and Weglorz

[38]).
(D) A direct application of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 shows that

A'/ty = A[P(I)/6^)]*, for any I and ^. Hence, given a countable language,

if A is finite or Th(A) is N0-categorical and if P^)/6^ is finite or

Th(P(I)/<^) is «„-categorical then by (f) it follows that Th^'/60) is

X0-categorical if A1 /ty is not finite (Waszkiewicz and Weglorz [39]).

5. An Ershov translation for filtered Boolean powers. Ershov [19] discovered

that when working with bounded Boolean powers of a finite structure the

Feferman and Vaught translation could be replaced by an intuitively clearer

and more direct technique. In this section we will give a generalization of this

which will be used for the decidability result in §6.
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Throughout this section we will let « be an arbitrary but fixed nonnegative

integer. 932t(n) denotes the class of Boolean algebras expanded by « unary

predicates Fx, . . . , Fn such that S21(n) satisfies "F¡ is a filter", 1 < ( < «, and

3E(n) denotes the class of sequences (A"0, . . . , Xn) where X0 is a Boolean

space and Xx, . . . ,Xn are closed subsets of X0. We will conveniently

abbreviate (X0, . . . , Xn) by X, and X* is the member of 932I(n) correspond-

ing to X, i.e. AJ with the predicates Ft-, = { Y E X*\X,■ Ç Y}.

If A is a structure let A be an expansion of A by « unary predicates

Ax,^. . ,An such that each is a substructure of A. Then for X E X(n) let

/i[A"]* be the substructure of ^4[A"0]* whose universe is given by {/ G

A[X0]*\f(X¡) C A¡, 1 < / < «}. This is our description of a typical filtered

Boolean power (the construction is due to Arens and Kaplansky [1]). It is a

simple exercise _to show that ^4 [A"]* G PS({,4}). (Using sheaf-theoretic

terminology ^4[A"]* is a structure of "global sections of a subsheaf of a

constant sheaf over a Boolean space".) If « = 0 then ^4[A^* becomes ^[Aq]*,

a bounded Boolean power.

From now on let A be a particular finite structure as described above, say

A = {ax, . . . , ak).^\f f is a fundamental operation of arity m and

/„..., fm+l E A[X]* then

f(/„ - - - ,/„ W*+i     iff/f'K) n . • . n f-l(aj C f~lx (aimJ

whenever/I 1= f(a,v . . . , a¡J l= a¡m+¡; (1)

and if r is a fundamental «z-ary relation of A then r(/,, ■ . . ,fm) holds

iff U       /f'K)n--- n/,-'K)
/) hr(n, .... aim)

= x0.
(2)

Also it is easy to see that for/ E A x" we have

fEÂ[X]*   iffrx(ax),...,f-i(ak)GXS¡mdX¡Q \J  /"' (a),

1 < / < «.      (3)

Because of the finitary nature of (\}-(3) we will be able to show that:

Theorem 5.1. For each formula 4>( «,,...,«,) in the language of A we can

effectively find a formula Ô(z,,, .. ., zXk; . . . ; ztj, . . ., zlk) in the language of

S3I(n) such that for X G 3E<n) andfx, ...,/, in Â[X]*,

Â[X]*r~ *(/„...,/,)

iffX* N $(/,-' (ax), . . . ,/f1 (ak); . . . ;/,"' (ax), . . . ,/,"' (ak)).
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Proof. First we put $(«,, ...,«,) in a form <f>0(ux, . . . , «,), using only the

two logical symbols Sheffer stroke | and the existential quantifier, such that

all atomic formulas are of the form i(ux, . . . , «J = um+x, where f is a

fundamental operation, or r(«,,... , um), where r is a fundamental relation,

and ux, . . . , um+x are variables. Now we give a recursive procedure to define

% and this will be Í».

(i) If $0 is atomic: for f(w,, . . . , uJ = um+x let % be

(-'K,.&^,[Z|"A'"AZ-<Zm+,J"J);

forr(w,, . . . , wjieta>0be

\A*=T(ait.a¡J        ' "V

(ii) Given Ô, and Ô2 let 4>,|$2 De $il$2-

(iii) To handle the existential quantifier first define Adm(z,, . . ., zk) to be:

(     &      z,A^ = 0)&(z1V- V** = l)

&i&AV{zj\ajeAi}EFi).
1 < i< k

Then 3«,3> is 3z,, . . . 3zxk[Adm(zxx, . . . , zXk)&$].

Next we proceed by induction to show that this definition of $ suffices.

For the atomic case just use (1) and (2) above. Verification for the case (ii) is

straightforward. For (iii) suppose Ä[X]*t=3ux$(ux, f2, . . . ,/,).Then, choos-

ing/, such that Â[X]* i= <D(/„ . . .,/,) we have Adm(/f'(a,), . . . ,/f'(a*))

by (3), and è(fx~\ax), . . . ./f1«; . . . ;/,-'(*,), . . . ,/f'W) holds by the
induction hypothesis. Conversely, if X* satisfies

3zn . . . 3zXk[Adm(zxx, ..., z,J&3>(z,„ . . . , zlk; f2\ax), . . . ,fi\ak));

...■fr\ax),...,fr\ak)}

then letting/, G A x° be defined by/,(x) N ai if x G Zu, where Z,,, . . ., Zxk

witness the z,,, . . . , zXk, it is clear that f, E A[X]* and X* t= Ô(/,"'(a,),

. . . ,ff\ak)) as /."'(a,.) = Z,„ hence Â[X]* n 4>(/„ . . . ,/,), so it follows

that Ä[X]* N= 3m,$(m,,/2, . . . ,/). This finishes the proof.

An immediate application of Theorem 5.1 is:

Corollary 5.2. Let g) be a subclass of X<n) such that the theory of

[X*\X E g)} is decidable. Then the theory of {Ä[X]*\X E g)} is decidable. In

particular_if 4> is a sentence^ in the language of 932i(n) then the theory of

{y4[A]*|A"* is countable and X* i= $} is decidable.
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Proof. The first assertion is clear. The second follows from the decidability

of the theory of countable Boolean algebras with quantification over filters

(Rabin [31]).

6. A decidability result for P^. For Si a class of structures let P^(R) be the

class of A in P(R) such that X(A)* is a countable Boolean algebra.

Theorem 6.1. Let Si be a finite collection of finite structures with L a finite

language. Then T^(Si) has a decidable theory.

The core of the proof is to construct a finite structure H and an expansion

H (say by Hx,..., H„), and to find a sentence 4> jn the language of 9331</,)

such that, up to isomorphism, I^(R) and [H[X]*\X G 3E(Mn) and A"*i=4>} are

the same classes, where 3^n) is the class of A" G 3E(n) such that A^ is count-

able.7 Then, by Corollary 5.2, the theory of Tl(Si) is decidable.

So let Si = [Ax, . . . , Am), and let < be the embeddability partial-ordering

on Si, i.e. A¡ < Aj iff there exists an embedding of A¡ into Ay Since the

collection of finite L-structures has the joint embedding property and the

amalgamation property we can find finite structures P„ . . . , Pm and H such

that

(a) A-, is a substructure of P¡, 1 < i < m,

(b) if Aj < A¡ then, given an embedding a : Aj—> P¡ there is an embedding

ß: P¡-* Pj such that ß ° a is the identity map on Ay and

(c) each P¡ can be embedded into H.

For the rest of this proof let Px, . . . , Pm and H be fixed finite L-structures

satisfying (a)-(c), and then let Hx, . . . ,Hn be a listing of all the substructures

of H which are isomorphic to a member of Si. Define H to be the expansion

of H by these substructures (as in §5).

Now we are ready to define 4> as the sentence:

F,VFj-     n      Fk.
Hk<ZH¡c\Hj

First we will show that if .fis in ^ and X* i= $, then H[X]* G I^ßSi).

A"*N$ means Xx u • • • U Xn = X0 and, for 1 < /', / < n, X¡ n A} =

U HkcH,nffXk. Consequently given x G X0 there is a smallest member (under

C), say H¡y of Hx, ... ,H„ such that x G X¡j and hence if x G X} then

H¡ Q Hj. As the A,'s are closed subsets of X0 it follows that there is a clopen

neighborhood Nx of x such that for 1 < j < n, Xj n Nx =5^0 implies x G X¡,

hence H¡ C Hj. Applying compactness we can conclude that there are

7 Comer [13] developed this proof technique for monadic algebras. However, his definition of

H was considerably complicated by requiring that it also be a monadic algebra. The simplifica-

tion we are using is due to Werner. Also it should be noted that Comer used a version of the

Feferman and Vaught translation rather than our §5.

Hi&<i<n
X   E   F;■Y=   1 &       &

1 < ij < n
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finitely many disjoint clopen subsets N0, . . . , N, of A"0 which cover X0, and

corresponding predicates H¡, . . ., H¡ of H, such that if / G H[XQ]* and

f(Nj) £ Hh, 0 < j < I, then/JE H[X]*. Thus H [X]* is nonempty (if H and
X are nonempty); and (H[X]*)X = //, as one sees by making sure Nx

appears in the list N0, . . . , N,. This proves that H[X]* is in T^ßSi).

Next we show that every A 6f^(SÎ) has the desired representation by a

filtered Boolean power. The following lemma contains the key observation.

Lemma 6.2. Let A E T^Si). For each x E X(A) there is an N G X(A)*,

with x G N, and there are embeddings ay: Ay —> H, for each y in N, such that

given f G A and h G H, [y G N\ay(f(y)) = «} is clopen in X(A).

Let Xx: Aj —» Ax be an isomorphism for suitable A¡ G Si. Actually we will

show, by downward induction on the < -rank of A¡, that for y E N there are

embeddings ay : Ay -» P, with the desired property. This will suffice as P, can

be embedded in H.

Case a. A¡ is <-maximal. Choose /,, . . . ,/m G A such that Ax =

{/,(x), . . . ,fm(x)}, and let Dx(ux, . . . , um) be the set of atomic and negated

atomic formulas <J>(«) such that Ax i= 3>(/(x)). Define N to be the clopen set

[&Dx(fx, . . . ,/J]. Then for y E N the mapping X^: Ax-*Ay defined by

Ky(fj(x)) = fj(y)> i < j < m, is an isomorphism. Letting ay = Xx_1 »À^1 we

have an embedding of A into A,, and hence into P¡. Then given « G P, and

/ G A we have {y G N\ay(f(y)) = «} = N n[/ = /}] if Xx(h) = fj(x).

Case b. There is a clopen subset M such that x G M and Ax s ^4 for

y E M. Then we can argue as in Case (a).

Case c. Suppose Case (b) does not hold at x. Choose/,, . . . ,fm E A such

that Ax = {/,(x), . . . ,fm(x)}, and define Dx and then N and the X^ as in

Case (a). Then fox y E N we have Xxy : Ax^>Ay is an embedding. If for a

given y G ./V the map X^ is not onto then, looking at a Dy one sees that there

is a neighborhood of y for which Xxz is not onto for z in this neighborhood of

v. Letting Y be the subset of N for which Xxy is onto, y G Y, we see that Y

must be closed. For^ G Y define ay to be X~} °^'. Now N - Y is open

and A(y4)* is a countable Boolean algebra, hence N — Y is a disjoint union

of countably many clopen subsets. For y G N — Y the < -rank of A is

higher than that of Ax, so by induction we have, for each y E N — Y, the

conclusions of the lemma. Hence it follows that there is a countable sequence

of pairwise disjoint clopen subsets Nk, k < u, with U k<aNk = N — Y, and

for each Nk a family of maps ôy, y E Nk, such that the conclusion of the

lemma holds, except that H is replaced by an appropriate P , with A¡ < An .

Let e, : A¡ —> P, be the inclusion map. For y E Nk choose an embedding ¡Xy

such that the following diagram commutes:
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Then define ay to be j^rL. Thus, for y G N, ay(fj(y)) = ax(fj(x)).

To finish the proof of the lemma suppose/ G A and « G P¡. If h E A¡ then

{y G 7V|o,(/O0) = «}=[/ = ¿] n TV if « = fj(x); and if h € A, then

(y G Ar|o„(/O0) = M = U { v G A4|j^(/(v)) = «}

= U (/e^(/W) = ̂ '(A)},
k<u

an open set. Now the open sets (y G N\ay(f(y)) = «}, « G P,, form a finite

disjoint cover of N, hence they are actually all clopen.

Lemma 6.3. For X* a countable Boolean algebra and B a substructure of

H[X£ let B (x) = [f(x)\f G B }, for x G X0. Then there is an X G &? such

that X*>=$andB = H[X]* iff

(i)B(x)E{Hx,...,H„},forx

(ii) B has the Patchwork Property (3).

A"0, and

Proof. First note that any substructure of H[X0]* satisfies (2a).

(=>) In the discussion just before the statement of Lemma 6.2 we showed

that if X is in 4"> and^A"* t= <D then (H[X]*)X is in {//„ . . . , Hn), for

x G X0. To see that H[X]* satisfies (3) one merely checks the definition of a

filtered Boolean power.

(*=) As the elements of H[X0]* are locally constant and H is finite we see

that for any/, 1 < / < «, the set {x G X0\Hj C B(x)} is an open subset of

X0. Define X by letting A"0 be as above and letting A} = {x G X0\B(x) C

Hj), 1 < / < «. An easy argument shows that A, = C] HkZH\x G X0\Hk g

B(x)), hence each A, is indeed closed. Then, using (i), it is also easy to see

that A"* t= $, and obviously B Ç H[X]* as x G A} and/ G B imply/(x) G

Hj. Combining (i) with the discussion preceding Lemma 6.2 it^follows that

(H[X]*)x = B(x) for x G X0; but then (3) guarantees B = H[X]*.

Now to finish the proof of Theorem 6.1 let us look again at A E P¿(®) and
use Lemma 6.2 and compactness to find finitely many pairwise disjoint

clopen sets A,, . . . , Nk which cover X(A), and corresponding systems of

homomorphisms a as described in Lemma 6.2. Define a: A —» HX(A^ by

°(f)(x) = ax(f(xÍ)- Clearly a is an embedding, a(A)(x) is in {//„ ...,//„}

for x G X(A), and a(A) satisfies (3) since A satisfies (3). For f G A and
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« G H we have

{yGX(A)\a(f)(y) = h} =    (J     {y G Nk\ay(f(y)) = h),
\<j<k

a clopen subset of X (A), hence a (A) is a substructure of H [X (A)]*. Thus

from Lemma 6.3, a(A) = H[X]* where X0 = X(A) and, for 1 < / < n,

Xj={xGX(A)\a(A)(x)QHj).

Remark 1. For A G Va (Si) let us define a closed relation on A to be any

binary relation of the form {</, g)GA2\[f = g] D y}, where T is a closed

subset of X(A). It is easy to extend the translation of §5 to cover the closed

relations, namely (with U a variable for closed relations and V a variable for

filters):

if % is of the form (ux, u2) E U then let % be [\/i<,<jfczii /\z2,]

G V; and given % let 3 U% be 3 V%.

Then Corollary 5.2 can be changed to assert: 'if the theory of {X*\X G £)}

with quantification over filters, is decidable, then the theory of {^[A"]*^ G

g)) with quantification over closed relations is decidable'. Hence the conclu-

sion of Theorem 6.1 can be strengthened to state: Then I^(®) has a decidable

theory with quantification over closed relations. We presented essentially this

form in the special case r^(S(®)), where Si is a class of algebras, in [7] and in

Werner [42], the emphasis in both cases being on discriminator varieties (see

Remark 2)-in discriminator varieties the closed relations of A are precisely

the congruences of A.

Remark 2. The key applications of Theorem 6.1 have been to classes Si

such that IP(^) is elementary, for then the theory of V(Si) is the same as

that of P^(®), assuming the members of Si are finite. The interesting examples

we know of are discriminator varieties, that is, equationally defined classes 33

of algebras such that there is a term t(ux, u2, u3) with the class @ of

subdirectly irreducible members of 23 satisfying:

t(ux, u2, u3) = u4<=>(ux = u2& «j = u4) V("i ¥= u2&ux = u4).

It is proved in Keimel and Werner [24], for the case @ is finite, and in general

in Bulman-Fleming and Werner [5] that for such 33, 33 = IP(@). (See §9 for

our treatment of discriminator varieties.)

Shortly after Comer [13] announced the decidability of residually finite

varieties of monadic algebras Quackenbush pointed out that these are dis-

criminator varieties. Subsequently Werner modified Comer's proof in order to

include all residually finite discriminator varieties (those for which @ is

finite), and this applies to (add residually finite for (a)) varieties of:

(a) cylindric algebras,

(b) Post algebras,
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(c) Lukasiewicz algebras,

(d) relatively complemented distributive lattices, and

(e) commutative rings with unity satisfying xm = x, for any given m > 1.

For complete details on these and other examples see Werner [42]. Using

the stronger form of Theorem 6.1 mentioned in Remark 1 we announced (in

slightly different words) [8]:

the first-order theory, with quantification over congruences,

of the countable algebras in a residually finite discriminator

variety is decidable.

Surprisingly this covers most of the equationally defined classes which are

known to have a decidable theory, the most important examples being:

(1) Boolean algebras (Tarski [35], 1949),

(2) relatively complemented distributive lattices (Ershov [18], 1964),

(3) «-valued Post algebras (Ershov [19], 1967),

(4) countable Boolean algebras with quantification over ideals (Rabin [31],

1969),8

(5) (xm = x)-rings (Comer [12], 1974), and

(6) residually finite varieties of monadic algebras (Comer [13], 1975).

Notable exceptions to this list are:

(7) Abelian groups (Szmielew [34], 1954), and

(8) mono-unary algebras (Ehrenfeucht [16], 1959).9

Remark 3. Arens and Kaplansky [1] showed that if R is a finite field

(considered as a ring with unity) then every countable member of the variety

generated by R is a filtered Boolean power of R. (Comer used this to prove

(5).) We can derive this result by looking at the proof of Theorem 6.1 and

letting H be R, the P, also equal R, and the Aj the various subfields of R. This

particularly nice representation of Arens and Kaplansky can be generalized

to any A which is infraprimal (see Werner [42]).

Remark 4. Looking at the list of varieties with decidable theories given in

Remark 2 we were struck by the fact that they are all residually small, i.e.

they do not have arbitrarily large subdirectly irreducible members. However

McKenzie soon proved that if one takes the variety generated by (u>, t), t

being the ternary discriminator on to, then it is not residually small, but it

does have a decidable theory. We will present further examples in §9.

Remark 5. Rubin [32] has proved that the theory of monadic algebras is not

decidable. Let Si be the class of Boolean algebras with an additional unary

Of course this is the result we use to prove Theorem 6.1.

9 As is well known, (1), (2) and (7) were originally proved by quantifier elimination (introduced

by Skolem in 1919). Ershov proved (3) by combining (1) with Foster's Boolean power representa-

tion of Post-algebras. Ehrenfeucht used semi-models.
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operation c satisfying c(u) = 1 if u =£ 0, and c(0) = 0. Then the countable

monadic algebras are just the countable members of IP(®), hence P^ does

not preserve decidability (in contrast to P).

7. The operators P^, T^, rg. In this section we define a generalization of the

ultraproduct construction and use it to strengthen Theorem 2.1(d). This will

be used in the study of model companions in the next three sections.

Suppose Aj E r(Si), for i E I, and % is an ultrafilter in II,e/A"04,)*.

Define an equivalence relation ~% on Uie/A¡ by / ~% g iff

{<', [/(0 = g(0])l' G 1} G%, and for / G U¡e,A¡ let the equivalence

class of/be denoted by//%. Then the structure II,e/^4,/% is defined by

letting its universe be {//%|/ G Wie¡A¡) and then, for an atomic formula

<ï>(w) and elements / in R¡eIA¡, we say \lieIA¡/Glí t= $(//%) iff

{<'\'[$(/(0)]>l' G 7} G %. The structure II,e/^,/% is what the members

of rî,(») look like.

Lemma 7.1. Suppose A¡ ET" (Si), for i E I, and % is an ultrafilter in

n,e/A"(/i,)*. Then, for any L-formula 4>(w,, . . . , um) and elements /„ . . . ,fm

E  HIBIA„    we    have    UieIAj/%   N   *(/,/%-,/m/%)    iff

{<*", WfiiO, ■ ■ • ,/„,(0)]>!'- e /} e %•

Proof. We proceed by induction on the complexity of the formula <J>(w).

The atomic case is just the definition of " N ". Next, for any 3>(m), % contains

exactly one of {</, [®(f(i))]}\i E 7} and {</, [-i$(/(/))]>|i G 7}, and since

% is closed under meet, the induction steps for -, and & are straightforward.

So suppose we have proved the theorem for the formula <P(u, u). If

HieIAj/6!li=3u$(u,f/6Ü,) then choose / G Il,6/^, such that II,-^,/^

$(//%,//%). Then {</, [$(/(/),/(0)]>l' G 7} G % by assumption, hence

{</, [3u<S>(uJ(i))])\i £/}£%. Conversely, if {</, [3u$(u, f(i))])\i G 7} G

%. we can apply the Maximal Property to find g, G A¡ such that [3u®(u,

/('))] = !$(&, /(Q)lfor ' e L The« choosing/ G II,6/A defined by/(/) = g„
i G 7, we have {</, [$(/(/), /('))]>l' G 7} G %, so by the induction

hypothesis, II,g/^,/%i= $(//%,//%), and hence it follows that II,e//l,/c&

N3M$(M,//qi).

Lemma 7.2. (a) PÄP < rrv, and

(b) p,, < rv < s«^.

Proof, (a) Suppose A¡ G P(®) for i G 7 and that ty is a filter on P(7). Let

A be the canonical map from llie,X(Aj)* onto n,e/Ar(^,)*/óD. Let A" =

(n,e/A(/l,.)V6D)*, and define a from II,^,/^ to II%eA.(II,e/.4,/A"'(%))

by «(//^X'ÍI) = //a-1(^1). Clearly a is a homomorphism, and the image

of a is a subdirect product of the II,6//1,/X~1(%) for % G A". If 4>(") is any
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formula and fEU¡e¡Aj then ^L G [$(<*(//<$))] iff IU^/A"'(%)!«

a>(//A_1(%)) iff {</, [*(/(0)1>|i G 7} eÄ-'(t). From this we can con-

clude that a is injective and the image of a satisfies (2e). For (3) let /, g G

n,e//l, and let TV be a clopen subset of Ar. Then for some choice of

{(i,Jj)\i E I), where 7, G A"04,.)*, we have, for % G A", % G TV iff

{</, J,y\i G 7} G A-'CÎL). Let « be defined by h(i)(x) = /(/)(x) if i G I and

x G /„ and otherwise «(/)(x) = g(i)(x). Then, for % G TV, % G [a (A/ <$) =

a(//^)] since {<*,/, >|/ G 7} < {</, [«(/) =/(/)]>|' G 7), and similarly %

G A" - TV implies % E [a(h/^)) = a(g/^)l hence a(h/ty) = a(f/sí¡) \N

Ua(g/q))\x_N.

(b) To see that P^ < P^, let X be the one-element Boolean space, and make

use of the obvious isomorphism between II,e//l, and U.ieIA¡[X]* and the

isomorphism between P(7) and (A"*)7. For the second inequality in (b)

suppose Aj G P(Si) for i G 7, say A¡ is a subdirect product of Ax for

x G A"(4), and let % be an ultrafilter in UietX(A,)*. Let 7' = {</", x>|/ G 7,

x G X(A¡)}. Then the mapping ß from II,S//1, into n<1>>e/^4^ defined by

ß(f)((i, x>) = /(/')(*) is an embedding. Let <¥ be an ultrafilter on P(7')

extending {{</, x) G 7'|x G U(i))\U E %}, and let ßfll,^,)/^ be the

substructure of II<,,x>er^/'¥ with universe {ß(f)/GHS\f E TLJeIA,}. Our

definition ensures that for <S>(u) an atomic L-formula and / in YlleIA¡,

/i(n,e/v4,)/£¥t=d)(iß(/)/<¥) iff EleIAt/^lr~ *(//%), and hence the

mapping y: II/e/¿,/% -» /iOU/A)/^ defined by y(//%) = £(/)/<¥ is
an isomorphism. To see that ßClj^jAj)/6^ is an elementary substructure of

n<,x>e/^Í/e^ let ***(") be any L-formula and suppose / G RietA,. Then

ßa[ie/Aj)/sl}S^^(ß(f)/m) iff {</, [<K/(0)]>|i G 7} G % (by Lemma 7.1)
iff [<I>(j8(/j)] G <¥, and by Los's Theorem this holds iff II<,x>e/^/6ílít=

<Hß CO/W).
We define the operator Pj to be the operator Pr (see §4) where T is the

theory of atomless Boolean algebras. Clearly /1[C]* G 1^04), where C is the

Cantor discontinuum (a well-known Boolean space).

Theorem 7.3. SPR = SI^S^^.

Proof. Since SPR = SPP^ (by Theorem 2.1(d)) we only need to verify that

P < SPjS^Py. So suppose n/6/4 is given. Since A¡ is in \S(A¡[C]*) it

follows that UieIA, E 1SQl,elA,[C]*). Let X = (C*')*, and define a from

n,e//l,.[Cr to n*exQlielA,[Cr/%) by <*(/)(%) = //<&. By Lemma 7.1, if
®(u) is any L-formula and / is in Il,e//l,[C]* then

[$(<*(/))] = {<& e/|{<i, [*(/(i))]>|i G 7} G %}, and this suffices to estab-

lish the fact that a is an isomorphism and the image of a satisfies (2e). To

verify (1) is, as usual, straightforward. For (3) suppose that/ g G UieiA¡[C]*

and that TV is a clopen subset of X. Then we can find {(i,J¡)\i G 7} G (C*)1
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such that for % G A", % G TV iff {</, J¡)\i G 7} G %,. Define « by h(i)(x)

= f(i)(x) if x G /„ and h(i)(x) = g(i)(x) if x G C - J¡, for i G I. Then {</,

Jj)\i G I) < {</, [«(/) =/(/)]>|i G I}, so we have % G [a(h) = a(f)] if

% G TV, and likewise % G [a(h) = a(g)] if % G A" - TV, so a(h) = a(f) [N

U a(g) [X-N. C*1 is certainly atomless, hence II,e/v4,[C]* belongs to

iror,j({Ai\i E I}), which in turn is contained in ÎT^^P^iA^i G 7}) by

Lemma 7.2(b). Thus we have \lieIA¡ G ISTgS^P^/l,.!/ G 7}), as was to be

shown.

The following corollary is an addition to Theorem 4.5, and in particular it

applies to 1^.

Corollary 7.4. Let T be a theory of Boolean algebras whose models 911(7)

are closed under products, and whenever B t= T and F is a proper principal filter

on B then B/Ft= T. Then

Th(rT(Si)) = Th(P({y4[A-]*|yl G Si, X* 1= T}))

= Th(Piin({A[X]*\AGSi,X*^T})),

where Pfin denotes closure under finite direct products, for any Si.

Proof. Let § = {^[A"]*|^ G St, X* t= 7}. Since 911(7') is closed under

products clearly PT^ < Pj-P^ follows from looking at the construction used

in the proof of Lemma 7.2(a). From Theorem 4.5(b) and Lemma 7.2(b) we

have TMPri®)) = Tri^P^®)), hence Th(Pr(®)) ç Th(PPr(®)) ç Th(P(£))
C Th(Pfin(§)). On the other hand, if P^®)^ then, assuming we have a

special determining sequence <$'; @„ . . . , 02,> as in the proof of Theorem

4.5, by Lemma 4.4 there is a B t= T and elements bx, . . ., bm in B with

6, V • • • V ¿>m = 1 and 6, A bj =0 for 1 </'</< m, and B t=

i®'(bx, ...,bm,0,...,0). Then, with A", = {% G B*\b¡ G %} andv4,f=0„

Aj; G Si, note that Tlx<i<mA¡[Xj]* t= -,<!>. Because A,* is isomorphic to a

quotient of B by a proper principal filter we have Xf 1= T, hence Pfin($)^ $.

We define Pj parallel to the definition of rjj, namely for any Si, f%(Si) = {A

E P^IA"^)* is atomless}. From Theorem 7.3 and Theorem 2.1 we easily

have the following.

Corollary 7.5. SP* = SrgS^Pj,.

8. Model companions for theories with few existential types. If T is any set

of sentences then 3R(T) denotes the class of models of T, i.e. the class of all

structures satisfying all the sentences in T. Two theories T and T* are

mutually model-consistent if S9Ji(7) = SWl(T*), i.e. every model of T can be

embedded in a model of T* and vice-versa. T* is model-complete if Ax,

A2 G 3ft(7*) and Ax E S(A2) imply Ax < A2. T* is the model companion of T

if (i) T and 7* are mutually model-consistent, and (ii) 7* is model-complete.
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Let E„ be the set of existential L-formulas 3w<3>(m, v) with free variables

contained in {«„ ..., v„). A primitive formula is an existential formula of the

form 3 /\(± atomic), where, of course, ± atomic means a formula which is

either atomic or negated atomic. Let P„ = {<!> G TsJO is primitive}. A model

A of 7 is existentially closed in T if for any given $(û) in En and a G A ", if

there is a model B of 7 with /I a substructure of 73 and 7? >=<!>(#) then

A i= <£>(ö). (Clearly one can replace En by P„ in the definition of existentially

closed.) We will need the following basic results on model companions (see

[10] and [17]).

Lemma 8.1. Let T be a theory.

(a) 7 is a model-complete theory iff for each 3> G En, « < w, there is a

y E En such that T (- $ <-» -] ^.

(b) 7/ 7 « a« \/3-axiomatizable theory then 7 «as a moife/ companion iff the

existentially closed models in T form an elementary class (in which case the

theory of the existentially closed models in T is the model companion).

One of the key tools for analyzing existentially closed structures in this and

the next section is the following result.

Lemma 8.2 (Macintyre). 7/,4 G r0(Si) and <t>(v) G P„, say <3>(t5) is 3u[$0(u,

v)&&x<j<k-\ Oj(u, v)] where <fr0(u, v) is a conjunct of atomic formulas, and

each a¡ is atomic, then for f G A: At= $(/) iff

(i)[3Û%(Û,f)\ = X(A)and

(ii)[3«(*o(".7)&-i «,-(«,/))] ̂0, Ki<k.

Proof. (=*) This direction is straightforward.

(<=) Using the Maximal Property choose sequences of elements

g<0), . . . , g(k) from A such that

(i')[%(g(0\f)] = X(A)<ind

(ii') [$o(g(0,/)& "I a,(g(0,/)] * 0, K i < k.

Since X(A) has no isolated points choose pairwise disjoint, nonempty clopen

subsets Nx,...,Nk with TV, Q [OníÜ*0, /)& ~l «.-(¿T0,/)]- Then, with g =

S™ Ux-u1<i<kN,) U U 1<1<Ag(0 r«rf, we have

(i")[%(g,f)] = X(A)md

(ii") [*o(£/)& - «¿(£/)] ^ 0. K L< *,
and hence .4 H <ï>0(g,/j &i<,<* 1 <*j(g,f),soA N= <&(/).

Given a theory 7 let e„(7) = /c if, modulo 7, there are exactly A; inequiv-

alent members of Pn.

Lemma 8.3. Given T let T = Th(I^3K( 7)). 77ie«

(a) e„(7) < to => e„(7") < <o,/or « < «,

(b)e0(7) = 2=.£o(7') = 2.

Proof. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 8.2.
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Theorem 8.4. Given T let T" = Th(SP*30^(7)).

(a) If e„(T) < ufor n < w then T" has a model companion, and

(b) // in addition e0(7) = 2 then the model companion is H0- categorical,

provided the language is countable and T has a model with at least two elements

in its universe.

Proof, (a) Let T = Th(r¡)9Jc( 7)). From Theorem 7.3, 2K(7") = S2Tc(7').

Also, by Lemma 8.3 we have e„(7') < u for « < to, hence for $(û) G P„ it is

possible to choose <&*(v) G E„ such that

rvr^^Vf^í) G P„|7V *(£)-> -i$(u)}.

Now we claim: A is existentially closed in 7" iff

At= T" u (Vü(4>(u) V $*(¿3))|$(u) G P„ }.

So suppose A is existentially closed in 7", that 3>(t3) G P„ and aE A. If

A N -, <b(a), let D04) be the open diagram of A and note that 7' u 73(^4) u

{<&(a)} is inconsistent, so T'r-<fr(v)^> -i$(v) for some i£?„ with /IN

*(¿). Then T v- ̂ (v) ^ 3>*(u), hence ^^=4>*(ô). Conversely, if ,4 1=7" u

{Vu($(u) V $*(tj))|$(tj) G P„} suppose 4>(û) G P„, assume 5l= 7" with A a

substructure of 7? and 7?f=<ï>(a). We can, without loss of generality, assume

731= 7', hence AN -,$*(ö), so At= -ií>*(¿), and then ^i=í>(¿). Now apply

Lemma 8.1(b).

(b) Let 7* be the model companion of 7' (or equivalently of 7"). Since

e„(T') < « for « < w it follows that e„(7*) < w for « < w as e„(T*) < en(T').

Modulo 7* every formula is equivalent to an existential formula (Lemma

8.1(a)), hence for each « < <o there are only finitely many «-types consistent

with 7*, and since e0(7*) = 2 it follows that Th(7*) is complete. The

condition that 7 have a model with at least two elements in it ensures that 7'

has infinite models. So by Ryll-Nardzewski's result it follows that 7* is

N0-categorical.

Corollary 8.5. If Si is a finite collection of finite structures, or Th(^) is a

countable N0-categorical theory without finite models, then Th(SP R(Si)) has a

model companion (which is HQ-categorical in case Th(Si) is complete and

countable).

An algebra A is & structure without fundamental relations. For any class Si

of algebras let \(ST) be the variety generated by Si. The following observation

is useful in applying Corollary 8.5.

Proposition 8.6. Let A be an algebra such that every finitely generated

nontrivial subdirectly irreducible algebra in V(A) can be embedded into A. Then

\SPR(A) = \(A).
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Proof. From results to Mal'cev [29] we know that every algebra can be

embedded into an ultraproduct of its finitely generated subalgebras, and since

finitely generated subalgebras are subdirect products of finitely generated

subdirectly irreducible algebras the result follows.

Combining Corollary 8.5 and Proposition 8.6 we can conclude that the

following list of varieties have X0-categorical model companions: any variety

generated by a finite lattice, Heyting algebra, or abelian group; the variety of

semilattices with pseudo-complementation; any variety of monadic algebras

(Comer [14]), distributive lattices with pseudo-complementation, and relative

Stone algebras. The reader will easily think of other examples. We do not

know if there is a model companion for the theory of any variety generated

by a finite algebra.

A natural question in this search for model companions is: when is

Th(rfj(®)) model-complete? Some sufficient conditions are given in §9 and

§10, but for now we can say that if Si = {A} and A is a finite structure with

at least two elements, or Th(A) is countable, N0-categorical, and A is infinite,

then from Theorem 4.5(f) it follows that Th(P](®)) is N0-categorical, hence if

it is also V3-axiomatizable then by Lindström [25] it must be model-com-

plete.

9. Discriminator varieties. In this section we take a brief look at discrimina-

tor varieties10 and develop most of the results needed for discriminator

formulas in the next section. Recalling the definition of E„ and P„ in §8 let

En+ be the positive formulas in En, and then define P„+ to be P„ n E„+ (hence

the members of P„+ are primitive positive). For 7 a theory of L-structures and

A a model of 7, A is said to be algebraically closed in 7 if A N <S?(a) for every

®(v) G En+, « < u, and a G A such that some model B of 7 extending A

satisfies $(ô). (Clearly it is enough to look only at the 4>(ü) in Pn+.)

For the remainder of this section we will assume that our language L is a

language of algebras (i.e. a language without relation symbols), and that t is a

new symbol for a ternary operation, the expanded language being L(t). If A

is an algebra let A ' denote the expansion of A defined by:

A' \= t(u, v, w) = z <r+ (u = v & w = z) \J (u =£ v & u = z),

and then for Si a class of L-algebras let ^ = {^4 '\A G Si}. Define n(ux, u2, vx,

v2) to be the term t(t(ux, u2, «,), t(ux, u2, v2), v2). One easily checks that

A' t= n(ux, u2, vx, v2) = w <r+ (ux = u2& ü, = w) V ("i ^ u2&v2 = w),

A ' i= t(u, v, w) = n(u, v, w, u).

10 For a comprehensive treatment of discriminator varieties the reader is referred to Werner

[42].
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From these definitions it is straightforward to verify:

Lemma 9.1. For any class of algebras Si,

Si' fc= («, = u2 V t>i = v2) «-» n(ux, u2, €„ v2) = vx,

Sí' 1= («, =  M2 & t), = V2) <-» /(»,, M2, t>,) = t(u2, Ux, V2),

SÍ? 1= («,  =  M2 V Vx t^ t)2) *-> «(f p t>2, Mi, M2) = M2.

We will use #A in the following for i«e cardinality of A.

Lemma 9.2. For any L-formula <J>(u), say $(v) is Qu^(u, v) where Qu is a

string of quqntified variables and ^(u, v) is open, there is an atomic L(t)-for-

mula 4r(wx, w2, u, v) such that, with $*(ü) defined as ^wyw2Qu^(wx, w2, u,

v), one has for any algebra A and any a in A:

A ' N 0*(í)    iff#A = lorAt= ^(a).

Proof. First use Lemma 9.1 to show that there is an atomic formula

p(u, v) = q(u, v) in the language L(t) such that A' N ^(u, v)*->p(u, v) =

q(u, v) or A ' N ^(ü, v) <r+p(ii, v) ^ q(u, v). In the first case let ^(wx, w2, m,

v) be n(wx, w2, p(u, v), q(ü, v)) = p(u, v), and in the second case let it be

n(p(u, v), q(u, v), wx, w2) = w2. Then, for bx, b2 G A, A' ^Qu^(bx, b2, u, a)

iff 6, = b2 or A' \=Qu ^(u, a). Thus A i= Vw, \/w2Qu$(wx, w2, u, a) iff

#A = XotA \=Qu^(ü,ä).

The next lemma shows that formulas in P„+ behave like atomic formulas

with respect to P(®).

Lemma 9.3. Suppose $(u) E Pn+,A EV(Si) and a E A. Then

At=$(¿í)    iffX(A)=[®(S)].u

Proof. (=>) Note that <ï>(a) is positive.

(<=) Suppose 4>(ü) is 3u^'(u, v) with $'(«*> v) a conjunct of atomic for-

mulas. By the Patchwork Property there is a g such that X(A) = [$'(#>/)]•

But then A N ®'(g,f), so A N $(/).

If 2 is a set of L-statements let 2* = (4>*|$ g 2}, where <ï>* is as in

Lemma 9.2. For Si a class of algebras let Si+ be the class Si plus the

one-element algebras.

Lemma 9.4. Let Si be an elementary class such that Th(Si) has a set 2 of V3

axioms. Then

IP(®'+) = [A E lSTa(Si'+)\A N 2*},

"Another way of stating this result is that for A e V(ß) the natural embedding A -»

^xBXiAy^x 's pure. This was used by Bulman-Fleming and Werner to describe the equationally

compact algebras in residually finite discriminator varieties in [5]. (Some properties of these

algebras were known to Taylor [36].)
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and if 2 is a set of universal sentences then

IP(®'+) = ISP(®'+).

Proof. Since &+ t= 2* it is easy to see from Lemma 9.3 that if A G P(^J

then A i= 2* (as the sentences in 2* are of the form V3 (atomic)). So suppose

A E SP(Jf+), say A is a subalgebra of B where B G !"(&+). Let Z(A) = {[/

= g]\f, g E A} u {[/*= g]|/, g G ¿}. By Lemma 9.1, Z(A) is a subalgebra

of X(B)*.FoT6li E Z (A)* let —^ be the relation defined on A by / ~% g iff

1/ = g] e ^i-, hence iff fl % Ç [/ = g]. This is clearly a congruence on A,

and the mapping a: A/~eiL^> Bx, for any given x G H %, defined by

a(//~J = /(x), is an embedding since for/, g in ^4, either f) % Q [f = g]

or else D % £ L/V g]- But then v4/~%Ní(h, v,w) = z<r*(u = v&w = z)

V (m t^ v&u = z). Now if A i=2* then /4/~%i= 2* as all the sentences in 2*

are positive, hence by Lemma 9.2 #A/~e>L = 1 or A/—%N2, i.e. A/—^ G

®'+- Now look at the mapping ß: A -> W%,ez<ArA/~%. defined by ß(/)(%)

= f/~s)l. This is readily seen to be an embedding, and ß(A) satisfies (1). For

f,gEA, [ß(f) = ß(g)] = {%|[/= g] G %} G Z(A)**, so ß(A) satisfies

(2a). Finally, for/ g G A and TV G Z(A)**, (by symmetry) we can assume

that TV is (% G Z(/l)*|[« = A] G %} for some «, A: G ^ to show that ß(A)

satisfies (3), namely /J(/) [N u 0(g) rZw-jv = ß(n(h, k, f, g)). If we
assume that 2 is a set of universal sentences, then in the above proof we can

conclude A/~<^ G Si'+ without the assumption A t= 2*. This yields the second

equality.

Corollary 9.5. Let Si be an elementary class with a set 2, of V3 axioms,

and let 20 be a set of axioms for Th(SP(®'J). Then IP^J is an elementary

class whose theory is axiomatized by 20 u 2f.

Proof. From Theorem 2.1(d) we know ISP(^J = ISP^J. Just combine

this fact with Lemma 9.4.

Next we look at some of the important facts about the congruences of

members of Va (SÜ). If a, b G A let 9(a,b) be the principal congruence

generated by (a, b), i.e. the smallest congruence of A containing (a, b). If

A El" (Si) and Y ̂  0 is a closed subset of X(A) let A \Y be the subalgebra

of 11,6^ with universe [f\Y\f G A). Since closed subsets of Boolean

spaces are Boolean spaces it is easy to check that A \ Y G Va (Si), and X(A\Y)

= Y.

Lemma 9.6. Let A G Ta(Si').

(a.)Forh,k E A,

8(h,k)={(f,g)EA2\[h = k] C[/=g]}

= {</,g>G.42|«(«,Â:,/,g) = g}.
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(b) Every finitely generated congruence of A is principal.

(c) If Y is a closed subset of A let 9Y = {</, g> G A2\ Y Ç [f = g]}. Then 9Y

is a congruence on A; and A/0Y = A \Y under the map f/0Y -H>/fy,//Y i= 0.

(d) lf 9 is a congruence on A let Y = Ç\ ̂ gyee[f = g]. Then 9 = 9Y.

Proof, (a) Clearly </, g> G9(h,k) implies [« = k] C [f = g], hence

n(h, k,f, g) = g by Lemma 9.1. Conversely, «(«, k,f, g) = g implies [« = k]

Ç [f = g], and from this («(«, «,/, g), «(«, A:,/, g)) G 9(h, k) implies

(f,g)G9(h,k).

(b) Note that for/ g,h,k G A,

9(f, g) V9(h, k) = 9(t(f,g, h), t(g,f, k)).

(c) This is straightforward.

(d) Since 9 - U </,,*>e9ö(«, A:) it follows from (a) that 9 Ç 0y. On the other

hand if (f,g)G9Y then, since [/^ g] is compact and the set

{9(h, k)\(h, k)G9}is directed (by (b)), [« = k] C [f = g] for some <«, ¿> G

0,henceby(a)</,g>G0.

An important consequence of Lemma 9.6(d) is that every A G Si1 with

#A > 1 is simple.

Next we give the representation theorem referred to in §6. Recall that \(Si)

is the variety generated by Si. Up to polynomial equivalence the discriminator

varieties are the V(Sil).

Theorem 9.7. Let SÎ be any class of L-algebras.

(a) (Bulman-Fleming, Keimel, Werner), \(Si') = IPSP^J.

(b) If no member of P,j(Si) properly contains a one-element subalgebra then

\(Si') = (irSPu(Si'))+.

Proof, (a) Clearly IPSP^^'J Q V(®'), and from Lemma 9.4,

IPSP^'J = ISPSP^'J, which in turn equals ISP^J by Theorem
2.1. So we only need to show that IPSP^^'J is closed under quotients. If 9

is a congruence on A and A G PSP^^J, then 9 = 9Y for some closed

subset Y of A'(^) by Lemma 9.6(d), and then A/9 G IPSP^J by
Lemma 9.6(c).

(b) For such aSan easy compactness argument shows that there must be

finitely many fundamental operations, say f,, . . . , f„, such that for any

A G SP^^J and a E A, if #A > 1 then f¡(a, . . . , a) =£ a for some i,

1 < i < n. Now suppose B G PSP^'J and #B > 1. Let/be any fixed

member of B. Then [VmVu(m = v)] = [&1</<nf/(/, •••,/)=/], hence

[VmVü(m = t>)] is a clopen subset N of X(B). But then it is easy to see that

B^BlX(B)_NGP'SPu(Si').
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Lemma 9.8. Let Si be a class of L-algebras.

(a) 7/Th(®) is model-complete then V(Si) = P(®).

(b) IfTh(Si) is model-complete then Th(Si') is model-complete.

(c) IfTh(Si) is decidable then Th(S') is decidable.

Proof, (a) If <ï> G E0 and A G F" (Si) then it is easy to see that [O] is an

open subset of X(A) (actually for any Si). Thus, applying Lemma 8.1(a) we

see that for any L-sentence Í», [<P] is an open subset of X(A), hence

A G r(Si).

(b) & (c) Merely note that t is definable in Si1 by an open L-formula.

Now we will look at some examples of residually large varieties (indeed

these varieties have arbitrarily large simple algebras in them) which have

decidable theories, as promised in Remark 4 of §6. Makowsky [28] notes that

from a finitely generated infinite group G one can construct a universal,

complete, and model-complete theory 7G of algebras with finitely many

unary operations, and no model of 7G has a one-element subalgebra. One can

easily check that TG has a decidable theory iff G has a solvable word

problem. For G a finitely generated infinite group with a solvable word

problem let 2R(7C) be Si. From Theorem 9.7(b), V(S') = (IP(®0)+, and then

by Lemma 9.8(a), (b) this is (IP(®'))+- Lemma 9.8(c) and Theorem 4.5(a)

show that Th(P(®0) is decidable, hence Th(V(®')) is also decidable. (As

noted above, every algebra in Si1 is simple.)

Lemma 9.9. If A, B G IP (ST) and A is a subalgebra of B then, for 9 a

congruence of A, there is a congruence 9' of B such that 9 = 9' C\ A .

Proof. For a, b G A let 9A(a, b), respectively 9B(a, b), be the principal

congruence of A, respectively B, generated by (a, b). Now 9 =

U(atby<=e9A(a, b), and this union is directed by Lemma 9.6(b). Let 9' =

U<a,¿>e00B(a, b). Then this union is also directed as 9A(a, b) Q 9A(a', b') iff

n(a', b', a, b) = b iff 9B(a, b) C 9B(a', b') by Lemma 9.6(a), and hence 9' is a

congruence of B. Now

9A(a, b) = {(c,d)GA2\n(a,b,c,d) = d)

= {<c, d) E B2\n(a, b,c,d) = d) n A2 = 9B(a, b) n A2.

Hence 9 = 9' n A2.

Lemma 9.10. Let Si be a class of algebras. If A, B E P(^) anda: A -> B is

an embedding then for any x E X(A) such that #AX > 1 there is ay E X(B)

for which ß: Ax —» B defined by ß(fx) = (af)(y),f E A, is an embedding.

Proof. Let 9{x] be as defined in Lemma 9.6(c), and let 9 = {(af, ag)\

(f, g>G 0{jc}}.Then 9 is a congruence on a(A), and by Lemma 9.9 there is a

congruence 9' on B such that 9 = 9' n (olA)2. By Lemma 9.6(d) there is a
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closed subset Y of X(B) such that 9' = {</, g>G£2| Y ç [/= g]}, so

9 = {</,g>G(cb4)2|y Ç [/= g]}. Obviously a(yl)/0 « ¿/tf{x), and from

Lemma 9.6(a) A/9^ » ^4^, hence #a(A)/9 > 1. Consequently, for some

y G y there is an (f,g)E(aA)2 with /(y) =?*= g(y). For this y we have

#7L > 1; and y G Y implies/(y) = g(y) if </, g>G0. The map /?: Ax -» By

above is indeed well defined, for if /, g G A and f(x) = g(x) then

(f,g)E9{x], so (af,ag)E9, hence (a/)(y) = (ag)(y). But then ^ is a

homomorphism, and #ß(Ax) > 1. From Lemma 9.6(d) Ax is a simple

algebra, hence ß is an embedding.

Lemma 9.11. Let \ be the sentence:

VuxVu23vx3v2[n(ux, u2, vx, v2) ¥= v2].

Then for A E P(®'), A \= x iff[VuVv(u = v)] is not a clopen subset ofX(A).

Proof. Using the Patchwork Property it is easy to verify that for A E

P(®0, [VuVv(u = v)] is clopen iff there are /, g G A such that [f ¥= g] =

[3u3v(u ^ v)]. However note that A 1= x iff for every/, g E A there is an «,

A G A such that [h ¥= k]<Z[f¥= g].

Lemma 9.12. Let U be the sentence:

VmVü3w[m ^= t> ->(m =£ w)&n(u, v, u, w) = w&«(m, w, u, v) ¥= v].

Then for A G P(S'), A l=n iff there is a B E V(Si') such that A » B and

X(B)* is atomless.

Proof. Let A E P(®')- If #^4 = 1 then select any x E X(A) and let

B = AX[C]*. If #A > 1 let B' be the ß(A) defined in the proof of Lemma

9.4. Then A « B' and every clopen subset of X(B') is of the form [/ = g] or

[/ t^ g]. If [Vu\/v(u = v)]B. is not clopen let B = B'; and if TV = [VmVü(m =

v)\B. is clopen let B = B'lX{B.y_N. Then A = B and every clopen subset of

A"(7?) is of the form [/ = g] or [/^ g], andA"(7?)* is atomless iff for every/

g G B with [/ =£ g] =£0 there is an « G Ti with 0¥=[f ¥= h]c[f ¥= g], and

this is exactly what n asserts.

The next result was announced in [9].

Theorem 9.13. Let Si be an elementary class of algebras with a model-com-

plete theory and let T = Th(V(®'))- 7/20, respectively 2,, are axiom systems for

T, respectively Th(®), where we assume the sentences in 2, are V3, then the

following hold.

(a) The algebraically closed models of 7 form the elementary class IP(^+),

and it is axiomatized by 20 u (2,)*.

(b) If no member of Si properly contains a one-element subalgebra then the

existentially closed models of 7 form the elementary class ßT^(Si')) + , and the

model companion of T is axiomatized by 20 U (2,)* U {n}.
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(c) If some member of Si properly contains a one-dlement subalgebra then the

existentially closed models of 7 form the elementary class consisting of those

A Girg(^'+) for which

(i) At=x> and
(ii) if, given L(t)-terms p(u, v) and q(u, v), there is a B' £f which has a

one-element subalgebra {b} for which 7?'N3m[/?(m, b) # q(u, b)], b being a

sequence ofb's, then we require that A satisfy Vv3ïî[p(ù~, v) ¥= q(u, v)].

The model companion of T is axiomatized by 20 u (2,)* U {3m3u(m ¥= v),

H, x) U {Vü3m[/>(m, v) =h q(u, v)]\p, q are as in (ii)}.

If the language L has only finitely many operational symbols, if each member

of Si has at most one one-element subalgebra, and if Th(^) is complete then one

can drop condition (ii) from part (c) as well as the corresponding axioms of the

model companion.

(d) To obtain the algebraically and existentially closed models of 7 u

{3u3v(u ^ v)} just add the requirement 3u3v(u ^ v) to the conditions in (a)

and (b).

Proof, (a) By Theorems 2.1 and 9.7(a) we know \(Sil) = ISP(®'+), and

from Corollary 9.5 IP(^+) is an elementary class whose theory is axioma-

tized by 20 u (2,)*.The axioms 2f are V3-positive, hence every algebraically

closed model of 7 must be in IP(^+). On the other hand, if A G P(^+),

$(¿3) G P„+, /G A, and A is a subalgebra of B where 5*= 7 and 73(=<!»(/),

then we can assume B E lV(Si'+), say a: B —» B' is an isomorphism and

B' E ra(Si'+). We want to show that [®(f)]A = X(A) (see Lemma 9.3). If

#AX = 1 then x G [$(/)] as $(/) is positive, so assume #AX > 1. By

Lemma 9.10 there is a y G A" (73') such that the mapping ß: Ax -» By defined

by ß(fx) = (af)(yl is an embedding. Since [$(af)] = X(B') (by Lemma 9.3)

we have B'y t= $((af)(y)), and as Th(®') is model-complete and Ax, B'y G W it

follows that a(Ax)t= $((«/)(y)), hence Axr=$(f(x)).

(b) In this case Y(Si') = (IPS(®'))+ by Theorem 9.7(b), and then by

Theorem 2.1(d) and Corollary 7.5 V(^) = (ISrS(^))+. From Lemma 9.12

(ITg(SÎ'))+ = {A E (\T°(S¥))+\A l= n}, hence (irg(^))+ is an elementary

class axiomatized by 20 u (2,)* u {n}. As the axioms in (2,)* u {n} are

V3 it follows that every existentially closed model of T is in (IPj (£?'))+> and

this is (IP3(SÎ'))+ by Lemma 9.8(a), (b).

If # A = 1 and A is a subalgebra of B, B E \(SH), then by Lemma 9.7(b),

#5=1, hence A is existentially closed in 7. So suppose A £ rj(S'),

#A > 1, <&(v) E P„, / G A and A is a subalgebra of B where B N 7 and

B N <!>(/). Then we can assume B E lT^(Si'), say a: B -» B' is an isomor-

phism and B' G 1^($?')• Let us suppose í>(ü) is 3«[3>0(m, v)&&i<j<npi(u, v)

=?£ q¡(u, v)], where $0(", 5) is a conjunct of atomic formulas. By Lemma 8.2

and part (a) above we only need to show [3m[<p0(i7,/)&p,(m,/) ^ o,(w, f)]]A
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7e 0, for 1 < /' < «. Now since B' N <&(a/) it is possible to choose y, G

X(B') such that y, G[3m[0>0(m, af)&Pi(u, of) * q,(u, a/)]] for 1 < i < n.

Clearly this implies # By > 1. Let 9¡ be the restriction of the congruence 0^

on B' to a(A). Then a(k)/Ö, G 18(73,') by Lemma 9.6(c), and as By has no

one-element subalgebras it follows that #a(A)/9¡ > 1, so a(A)/9¡ is a

simple algebra (all members of S(Sil) with at least wo elements are simple).

Let x, G X(A) be such that 0, = {(af, ag)\(f, g) G &'{*.}} (such must exist

by Lemma 9.6 as 9¡ is a maximal congruence on a(A)). Then the mapping ß:

Ax¡ —> By defined by ß (f(x¡)) = (af)(y¡), f G A, is an embedding, and since

Ax and By are members of Si1, which has a model-complete theory, it follows

thatx, E[3u[%(iï,f)&Pi(u,f) * q¡(u,f))l
(c) By Theorem 2.1(d), Theorem 9.7(a) and Corollary 7.5 we have \(SH) =

ISrg(®'+)- From Lemma 9.12 we have lT°0(Si'+) = {A G IP(^+)|v4 f= n}.

Let ®, = {A E irg(ir+)|#^ > 1, A N x}, and let 73 G ^ be such that

# B > 1 and 73 has a one-element subalgebra. Select a fixed element c from

the Cantor discontinuum C and define 73 to be the subalgebra of 73 [C]* with

universe {/ G 73[C]*|/(c) = b), where 6 is a particular one-element subal-

gebra of 73. Then for A in rg^), A X 73 G Six, and as A can be embedded

in A X 73 it follows that \(S¥) = S(®,). Next let Si2 be the class of all A in Six

such that A \=Vv3ü[p(u, v) ¥= q(u, v)] for those p, q required in condition

(ii). For each such p, q choose an algebra 73^ from SÜ which has the desired

property in condition (ii). Then let B be the subalgebra of B [C]* with

universe {/ G Bpq[C]*\f(c) = b), where c is as above and {b) is the

particular one-element subalgebra of 73^ for/» and q. Then, for A G Six, the

algebra A X WpqBpq is in Si2, and A can be embedded into this algebra. Thus

®2 is an elementary class (by Corollary 9.5) which is axiomatized by the

proposed axioms for the model companion of 7, and such that V(^) =

S(Si2). Since Th(®2) is axiomatizable by V3 sentences it follows that every

existentially closed model of 7 must be in Si2.

^ On the other hand suppose A G T^(Si'+) is in Si2, and that 4>(ü) G Pn,

f E A, and A is a subalgebra of 73 where 73 l= 7 and B i= 3>(/). Then we can

assume 73 G Si2, and a: B -> 73' is an isomorphism with 73' G P^®^). Let us

assume <£>(t>) is as in part (b). By Lemma 8.2 and part (a) above we only need

to show [3iï[%(u, f)&Pi(u,f) 7¿ q¡(u,f)]]A i- 0 for 1 < / < «. Since 73' N

<&(a/) we can choose y, G A" (73') with the property described in (b), for

1 < / < «. Let 9¡ be as defined in (b). If #a(A)/9¡ > 1 then proceed exactly

as in (b) to the desired conclusion. However, if #a(A)/9¡ = 1 then the

parameters a(f)/9^y^ lie in a one-element subalgebra of 73'/9^y,y Using

Lemma 9.1 find L(r)-terms /•„ j, such that ^N[r,(M, v) i= st(u, t3)]<->

[%(u, v)&.Pi(iï, v) ^ o,(m, v)]. Then B'/9{y] N 3m[/-,(m, ct(f)/9{y)) *

í,(m, a(f)/9{y))], hence by (ii) we will have required that Si2, hence A, satisfy
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the sentence \/v3u[r¡(u, v) ¥= s¡(ü, v)], so [3u[%(u, f)&p¡(u, f) =£ q¡(u,f)]]A

¥=0, as desired.

Suppose now that the language has only finitely many operation symbols

f,, . . . , tm, that each member of Si has at most one one-element subalgebra,

and that Th(®), hence Th(irï') is complete. Up, q and 73 are as in (ii) then

SCr=Vz\(    &     f,(z, ...,z) = z)

-> 3ü~(p(Ü, z,. .., z) =fi q(u, z, . . ., z))

Thus given the situation #a(A)/9¡ = 1 above it follows that

(    &     f,(z,...,z) = z)

-^ 3u(r¡(u, z, . . . , z) ¥= s¡(u, z, . . . , z))

r \=vz

Now, looking at A, as [&,<,<„,;, <7<„f;C/;, • ■ ■ ,fj) = /}] is a clopen subset of

X(A), and as [VmVi>(m = v)] is not clopen, there must be an x, in the former,

but not in the latter subset. Hence, as Ax G Si1, Ax_\=3u[ri(Ü, f) ^ s¡(u, /)],

and thus Ax. must also satisfy 3i7[<&0(w,/)&p,(w,/) ¥= q¡(u,f)\.

(d) This is quite easy to check.

10. Discriminator formulas and universal Horn classes. We are going to

generalize the results of §9 by working with a discriminator formula rather

than a discriminator function. This will lead to the most general results we

know of for constructing model-complete theories via the operator rg. If A is

an L(/)-structure let Red,(A) be the reduct of A to an L-structure, and if Si is

a class of ¿(restructures let Red,(®) = {Red,(^)|^ G Si). A formula t G

P4+ is a discriminator formula for a class Si if Si? N r(u, v, w, z) <-> t(u, v,

w) = z.

Lemma 10.1. For any Si, P(^) = Red,P(^).

Proof. Clearly every member of the right-hand side is in the left-hand side.

So suppose A G T°(Si), and let/, g, « G A. Then defining A to be «f[/_gj U

fly^g] it is immediate from the Patchwork Property that A G A and that

A'x i= t(f(x), g(x), h(x)) = A(x), for x G X(A), hence the subset of

HxeX(Ay4x consisting of the universe of A is closed under the operation t, and

thus this subset is a subuniverse corresponding to a substructure A' with

Red, (/I') = A.

For t G P4+ let us define re to be the sentence: Vu\lvyiw3zT(u, v, w, z).

Lemma 10.2. Let 7 be a discriminator formula for Si. Then

{A G SP(®)|,4 l= re) Ç Red,SP(®')-
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Proof. Let A be a substructure of 73, 73 G P(Si) and suppose A N re. Let

73' G P(®') be such that 73 = Red, (73'). If /, g, « G A choose A G ,4 such

that A N t(/, g, «, A). But then 73' N t(/ g, «, A:) as t is an existential

formula, and then, by Lemma 9.3, 73' N t(f, g, «) = A, hence A is a reduct of

a substructure A' of B'.

Lemma 10.3. 7/t is a discriminator formula for Si then

[A' GSP(®')M,|= Te) N t(m,u,w,z)<->î(m,u,w) = z.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 9.3, arguing as in Lemma 10.2.

For t G P4+ let us define a translation #T from L(r)-formulas to L-for-

mulas as follows. First #T(t(u, v, w) = z) is r(u, v, w, z) if u, v, w, z are

variables, and #T(a) is just a if a is any atomic formula not involving the

function symbol t. Then, given any L(r)-formula $ first replace it by a

logically equivalent formula of the form Qu[\/i A, — atj] where each atJ is

an atomic formula, and indeed of the form t(u, v, w) = z with u, v, w, z

variables if a¡j involves the function symbol t. Then define #T(Í>) to be

£MV, A, — #T(av)]- With this translation the following is immediate from

Lemma 10.3.

Lemma 10.4. Suppose t is a discriminator formula for Si, A' E STa(S¥),

A' 1= re, and that $ is an L(t)-sentence. Then A' f= <P iff A' i= #T($).

Lemma 10.5. 7/® is an elementary class, t a discriminator formula for Si, 2° a

set of axioms for Th(SP(Si)), and !q an elementary subclass of W(Si') axioma-

tized by 21, then Red,($) is an elementary class axiomatized by 2° u #T(2')

U   {T<}.

Proof. Since V(Si') i= t(u, v, w, z)<^t(u, v, w) = z it is clear that £,

hence Red,(§) satisfies the axioms mentioned. On the other hand, if A is an

L-structure satisfying 2°, then, by Theorem 2.1(d), we can assume A G

SP(®). Then from A t= re one concludes by Lemma 10.2 that A = Red,(/1')

for some A' in SP(®')- Then if A \= #T(2') it follows from Lemma 10.4 that

^'t=2', heneen G Red,(£).

Lemma 10.6. Suppose t is a discriminator formula for Si and that A',

73' G P(®0. Let A = Red,(^') and B = Red,(73'). 77ie« if a: A -^ B is an
embedding one also has a: A' —» 73' is an embedding.

Proof. Suppose / g, «, A G A' and A' i= t(f,g, h) = A. Then A' n

t(/, g, «, A), hence 73' *= r(af, ag, ah, ak) as t is an existential formula. But

then 73' N t(af, ag, ah) = ak, hence a preserves the operation r.

Our main result is an obvious copy of Theorem 9.13.
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Theorem 10.7. Let Si be an elementary class of algebras with a model-com-

plete theory and suppose r is a discriminator formula for Si. Let T =

Th(SP(Si+)), let 2° be a set of axioms for 7, and let 2, 6e a set of V3 axioms

forTh(Si).

(a) The algebraically closed models of T form the elementary class IP(®+),

and it is axiomatized by 2° u #T (2f) u {re}.

(b) If no member of Si properly contains a one-element subalgebra then the

existentially closed models of 7 form the elementary class QJV0(U))+, and the

model companion of 7 is axiomatized by 2° U #T(2f u {n}) U {t*}.

(c) If some member of Si properly contains a one-element subalgebra then the

existentially closed models of 7 form the elementary class consisting of those

A Eir0(Si+) for which

(i) A N #T(x), and

(ii) if, given L(t)-terms p(u, v) and q(u, v), there is a B' GS¥ which has a

one-element subalgebra of {b} for which 73' N 3u[p(u, b) ¥= q(u, b)], b being a

sequence o/6'í, then we require that A satisfy #t[Vu3m(/?(m, v) ¥= q)(u, v)].

The model companion of 7 is axiomatized by 2° u #T(2* u {n, x}) U

#T(2') u [3u3v(u t* v), Te), where 2' is the set of all formulas^v3u[p(u, v)

t^ q(u, v)] withp, q being as in (ii).

If the language L has only finitely many operational symbols, if each member

of Si has at most one one-element subalgebra, and if Th(Si) is complete then one

can drop condition (ii) from part (c) as well as the corresponding axioms of the

model companion.

(d) To obtain the algebraically and existentially closed models of T U

{3u3v(u =£ v)) just add the requirement 3u3v(u =£ v) to the conditions in (a)

and (b).

Proof. First note that in each of (a), (b), and (c) the classes described are

such that every member of SP(®+) can be embedded in a member of them

(use Theorem 9.13 and Lemma 10.1). From Lemma 10.5 one sees that these

classes are elementary. The axioms presented for these classes are those given

in Lemma 10.5 with the exception of #T(20), where 20 is a set of axioms for

Th(SP(®'+)); however this is no problem as we can deduce #T(20) from

2° u {re} by Lemmas 10.2 and 10.4.

So we only have to verify that the above classes are indeed the algebraically

closed and existentially closed models of 7. For (a) note that the axioms

#T(2,)U {re} are V3-positive sentences, hence every algebraically closed

model of 7 must satisfy them. On the other hand the embeddings between

members of IP(5Î+) are precisely those between the corresponding members

(see Lemma 10.1) of IP(®'+) by Lemma 10.6, and thus by Theorem 9.13 it is

clear that the members of IP(®'+) must be algebraically closed in 7. For (b)

and (c) use the correspondence of embeddings, as in (a), to see that the
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classes are model-complete. Part (d) is again straightforward.

Lipschitz and Saracino [26] were the first to use sheaf constructions to find

the model companion of a theory. Subsequently this was generalized by

Macintyre [27] using the notion of il positively model-complete theory, namely

a theory  7 such that for every $ G E„  there is a * £ En+  such that

7 i-i$<->t. (Note that a theory 7 is positively model-complete iff it is

model-complete and for every <ï> in E„ there is a ¥ in 7s„+ such that

T t- $ <-> ̂.) An obvious limitation of this condition is that if Si is the class of

models of a positively model-complete theory of algebras then no member of

Si can properly contain a one-element subalgebra because there is a formula

$ G E2 such that Si N u ¥= v <-» 3>(w, v). Later Comer [14] noted that

Macintyre's conditions could be considerably simplified, and now we will

show that Comer's theorem is a special case of Theorem 10.7(b), (d). For the

time being we will only consider theories of algebras, and at the end of this

section discuss some appropriate changes to handle languages with relation

symbols.

Corollary 10.8 (Comer). Let T be a positively model-complete theory of

algebras such that there are terms p(u, v), s(u, v), an atomic formula A(m), and

constants 0, 1 such that

(i) 7 i- A(m) h(i/ = 0V«= 1),

(ii) 7 h Vw[/>(w, 1) = u &p(u, 0) = 0], and

(iii) for every model A of T the relativized reduct ( (0, 1} ; p, j) is a lattice.

Then, if Si is the class of models of 7, it follows that Th(I^(S)) is model-com-

plete.

Proof. First note that the formula m, = u2 V m3 = m4 is equivalent modulo

7 to the primitive positive formula

3v3w A(v) & A(w) & (    &    p(u„ s(v, w)) = m,)
V 1 < / < 4 '

&p(ux, v) = p(u2, v)&p(u3, w) = p(uA, w) I,

hence, as 7 is positively model-complete, every formula of En is equivalent

modulo T to a formula in Pn+. In particular the formula (m = v & w = z) V

(u t^ v & u = w) is equivalent to a formula t in P4+, and this is a discrimina-

tor formula for the models of T. Thus the conclusion follows from Theorem

10.7(b), (d), and Theorem 4.5(b).

Corollary 10.9 (Macintyre). Let the language L contain operation sym-

bols +, -, —, 0, 1 for the language of rings with unity, and suppose Si is a class

of L-algebras such that

(i) Th(^) is positively model-complete,
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(ii) Th(®) includes axioms for nontrivial rings, and

(iii) Th(S) includes a statement which says "there are exactly two idempotent

elements in the ring".

Then Th(ro(Si)) is model-complete.

For applications of Theorem 10.7 we have of course discriminator varieties

(some of which were discussed in §6; this includes Comer's study of monadic

algebras), the result of Lipschitz and Saracino which says that if Si is the class

of algebraically closed fields in the language of rings with unity then

Th(P](®)) is the model companion of the class of non trivial commutative

rings with unity and without nonzero nilpotent elements, and the result of

Macintyre which says that if Si is the class of linearly ordered real-closed

fields in the language of /-rings with unity then Th(r^(^)) is the model

companion of the class of nontrivial commutative /-rings with unity and no

nonzero nilpotent elements. In the last two examples we have parallel results

in the corresponding languages without unity by using Theorem 10.7(c), (d),

namely we just delete the word 'unity' and replace T^(Si) by the appropriate

subclass of To(®+) as required by Theorem 10.7(c) (note that we can dispense

with the condition (ii) of (c) in these two cases). Furthermore we can write

down a system of axioms for the algebraically closed and existentially closed

members of these classes, and give a reasonably good description of these

members in terms of the T operators. To justify our claim for parallel results

it suffices to note that the following formula t(u„ . . . , vA) is a discriminator

formula on any class of fields in the language +, -, —, 0 of rings:

3m,3u23u3 &       («• • M3 = V¡) & M, • U2 = U-.&U
1< i < 3

2

• (VX  - V2f =  M, • (VX  -  V2)

&V4 =  M, • VX ■ (t>,  - V2) + V3 ■ (m3 -  W, • (VX  - U2))J.

Finally we look briefly at languages with relation symbols. The first

complication is the number of possible one-element structures, so let us just

consider the case that there are no one-element structures in S(Si), where Si is

an elementary class with a model-complete theory, and t is a discriminator

formula for Si. (This will cover the cases considered by Macintyre and

Comer.) Then to achieve an analogue of Lemma 9.2 one needs rather strong

assumptions, for example the following two will do:

(a) Th(®) is complete, and

(b) for each fundamental «-ary relation r there is a formula ^, G En+ such

that SNn r(u„ . . ., vn) +* *r(vx, ..., v„).
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To see how these are used suppose <ï> is an V3 sentence. First use (b) to put

it in the form V3 /\ V ( — atomic), where the only negated atomic formulas

are of the form p =£ q. Then use (a) to convert V( — atomic) subformula into

an 3 A(- atomic) formula, where again the only negated atomic formulas are

of the form p ¥= q. Finally use the / as in Lemma 9.2 to change the last

sentence into an V3A(atomic) sentence $' such that for A G Si, A' N 5>' iff

A N Q\ Then one has the conclusions of Theorem 10.7(a), (b), using 7 =

Th(SP(®)), replacing Si+ by Si, and (Hü(®))+ by Ul(Si), and using 2', instead

of 2*.

Appendix. A sheaf of L-structures is a triple S = (S, X, -n) where

(a) 5 and X are topological spaces,

(b) m: S -> X is a surjective local homeomorphism,

(c) Sx —■ m~ '(x) is an L-structure (the stalk at x) for each x G X,

(d) if f is a fundamental «-ary operation and S„ is the subspace UxexS" of

S", then f: S„ -» S is a continuous map, and

(e) if r is a fundamental «-ary relation and Xr is the characteristic function

of r mapping S„ to the two-element discrete space 2, then xT '(1) is open.12

A global section of S is a continuous map a: X —> S such that a is the

identity map on X. The structure of global sections y (S) is the substructure of

Ux€:XSx whose universe consists of a the global sections of S.

Lemma 1. Let S = (S, X, -n) be a sheaf of L-structures and suppose a is an

element of UxeXSx. Then a G y(S) iff for each x G X there is an open subset

Ux of S such that a(x) G Ux C a(X), and it restricted to Ux is a homeomor-

phism.

Proof. If for each x G X there is such a Ux then given x G X and any

open neighborhood V of a(x) it follows that a~\V n Ux) = m(V n Ux), an

open subset of A, so a is continuous. On the other hand if a is continuous

then for x G A" choose Vx to be an open neighborhood of a(x) such that m

restricted to Vx is a homeomorphism, and then let Ux = a ° o~x(Vx). Ux is

open as it is a subset of Vx and ir(Ux) = o~\Vx), and clearly tr restricted to

Ux is a homeomorphism.

From this lemma it is easy to obtain the following basic properties of y(S).

Corollary 2. For a sheaf of L-structures S we have:

(a) global sections are open maps,

(b) if a, t E y(S) then {x E A'|a(x) = t(x)} is open,

(c) if r is a fundamental n-ary relation and ax, . . . ,an E y(S) then (x G

X\SX N r(a,(x), . . . , a„(x))} is open,

12 In [27] Macintyre has a stronger requirement, namely that x- be continuous.
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(d) if N is a clopen subset of X and a, t G y(S) then a \N u t¡x_n is also in

y(S), and

(e) if X is compact and has a basis of clopen sets then y(S) is a subdirect

product of the Sx, x G X.

In view of conditions (b) and (c) above we introduce the operator T defined

by the properties (1) and (3) of §1 plus:

(2) for «KM,, . . . , um) an atomic formula and fx,---,fm G A,

[4>(m,, . . . , um)] is an open subset of A".

This is our most general Boolean product operator, and next we show that

it is equivalent to the formation of global sections of sheaves of L-structures

over Boolean spaces.

Theorem 3. (a) If S = (S, X, w) is a sheaf of L-structures and X is a

Boolean space then y(S) G T({Sx\x G X}).

(b) Suppose A G F(Si). Let S = U nxex(Ay4x have as a basis for its

topology all sets {(x,/(x))|x G A} where f G A and N G X(A)*, let X =

A"(y4), and define ir by -n((x, a)) = x. Then S = (S, X, it) is a sheaf (of

L-structures) over a Boolean space and y(S) is isomorphic to A under the map a

defined by a(a)(x) = a ifa(x) =(x, a).

Proof, (a) This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.

(b) Clearly we have defined a sheaf of L-structures S. Then use Lemma 1

to verify that the global sections of S are precisely those a corresponding to

the members of A under the mapping a.

A sheaf S = (S, X, ir) is Hausdorff if S is a Hausdorff space. It is an easy

exercise to show that if S is a Hausdorff sheaf with X a Boolean space then

y(S) G T°({Sx\x G A"}), and conversely, if A E T°(Si) then the sheaf con-

structed in Theorem 3(b) is Hausdorff.

Added in Proof. Carson [43] independently discovered the results attrib-

uted to Lipschitz and Saracino.
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